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PREFACE

The weather, flight data, and equipment status aspects of

controller operation at the Buffalo Air Traffic Control Tower are

described in this report. The description is based upon data col-

lected through direct observation, photographs, and interviews

with tower personnel. The stud, was sponsored by the FAA Systers

Research and Development Service and was conducted in the Buffalo

Tower Cab and TRACON during Pay and July of 19O.

This work was completed witb di.e ccoperation of the Eastern

Region of the FAA, and the Air Traffic Service (AAT) rivision of

that region in particular. Special t~ank% ire due to Vito Borrello,

the Chief of the Buffalo Tower for his val'uable support in thc col-

lection and interpretation of the inforrnation presented herein. In

Pesearch and !'evelopment Service for his close revie. and technical

commcnts cn this document.
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1, INTRODUCTION

This report is the fourth of a series of 9 reports which

document and describe the non-surveillance functions and duties of

tower controllers at 8 selected air traffic control towers. The

series includes three Level V towers: Boston, Atlanta and Houston;

two Level IV towers: Minneapolis, and El Toro, and two Level III

towers: Albuquerque and Buff..Io.

The series of studies is conducted to provide operational in-

forzation to be considered in the d,,sign and locai application of

the Terrinal Information Displa Syst en (TIPS) - a dual service

t)'stem to be conposed of the Flight Data Display (FDD) and the

Consolidnied Cab Display (CCD). FDD is a conputer based system

designed to replace paper flight strips and the aging Flight Data

Entry and Printout (FDEP) equipment required to generate them.

FDD will provide eachcontr, iler with an electronic display and data

entry device tailored to present flight data requirements and will

eliminate the need for the FDEP and the associated flight progress

strips. The CCD wi3l consolidate much of the weather sensor data

(e.g., runway visual range, centerfield wind), the equipment status

inforrntion (e.g., for instrument landing system, approach lighting

system, and field liRhting controls (e.g., approach lighting system,
eenwa-to ,rit~d by elect ronic dirplays at each

control position, talored to t.e specific netds of each controller.

Designs for the CCD were developed for the Atlanta tower and are

described in "Atlanta Tower Cab and TRACON Interpretation Analysis,

Report No. FAA-RD-90-126" and were not redeveloped for Buffalo.

FFD and the CCD will be driven by a common computer and probably

will share common input devices. Federal Aviation Administration

Vi
I-I -i
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Alight-. datA sure-vrY fors a.1 soa. used only at the Buffalo fac-

ility aie presented in Appendix A.

The present study series is designed to identify the opera-

ticnal requirementt that the different towers have in comnun as

well as the tuiiqje aspects of each tower that should be accor-modated

by TIDS t3 facilitate the speed and safety of tower* operation.

The study is concerned primarily with the controller infornation

requirements and the controller-equipment interface. It is not

c'ncern d with the engineering or operating aspects of tower and

field equipment nor does it include a critique oi current systci.s.

Its main purpose is to identify the informaticn that the control-

lers require from their existing equipment and the tower opvra-

tional procedures related to that equipment.

Luffalo ATCT war, electc.d as one of the to Level III air-

ports to be studilu. both because it represents northeaistern Class

LII Ltc-...s as vs'.l as having a r1latively equal mix of general

aviaticn --d mir carrier opratiouis. No i.portant chunes to the

physical or operntional ais.ects of this tr-.'cr aro ant.cipatd i r.

the near future.

The infornation for this report was obtained by (a) examining

existing written naterial, (b) photographing controller work spaces,

(c) observing controllers at work, and (d) interviewing journeyman

controllers and tower management staff.

The written material exa..fned in this study included Jeppesen

Air Hantuals, ,tower SOPs, Letters of Agreerent, and a day's sample

of flight strips. Where possible, the information in this material

was verified through observations of controllers at work and inter-

views with tower personnel.

Photographs were taken of all controller consoles, posted

notices and selected control panels. These photos were used as

subject matter for the interviews, and serve to document the physi- t
cal aspects of the tower as it existed during the study. To avoid

"rhe em "tower" is used in this report to include both Cab and
-TRACON facilities.
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.iatoxforing in tower operations, all photographs of TRACON consoles
were tike.n during the midshift. lPhotographs of Cb equi'.cnt and

consoles were taken daring the day to t~kc advant age of natural

light. A total of four controllers were interviewed for informa-

tion on tower equipment, their informational needs, and tower

operational procedures. Since different subject areas were dis-

cussed with different controllers, much of th., informntion obtained

was based upon the knowledge of a single controller, and so some

errors are possible. Hfowever, when the interviewer identified in-

formation as inconsistent with tower SOPs or practices at other

.towers, it was verified in discusions with tower management

personnel.

To supplemeat the controller interviews, the actions of

¢ontrolle.s at work regarding their use of equipLi nt and handling

of flight strips was obscrved in the TR,\CON snd C~b during peak

.ard slcck traI.Lic periodi;. OvCer 30 hours of (Abscivation timt was

spent i,. :h.s, two woyk spaces for this study.

The results of the operations analysis are presented in

Sections 2 through 6 of the report. An overview of the Buffalo

Terainal Area TP.ACON and Cab operaticns is provided in Section 2.

This section includes a map of the airport, a chart of the terminal

area, the major runway configurations and approach and departure

routes used, drawings of the Cab and TRLACON floor plans, definition

of control positions, and the location of each control position in

the Cab and TRACON. In addition, a photograph of every controller

work station is presented on which every display and control de-

yice is identified. The use of equipment providing information on

weather nd.A the status of field NAVATID's, and the control of field

lighting to be Incorporated in the CC) is presented in Section 3.

A photograph, locations in thQ Cab and TRACON, users, and the con-

dition of use are presented in this section for each device. The

sources and controller rcquirements for information on operational

status of tower and NAVAID equipment are presented in Section 4 with

discussions of the use of NOT.I'Is and other procedures for determin-

ing and disseminating status information on this equipment and the

1-3
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a*eons of controlling thi dissemination. The operation of the cur-
rent flight d,.a systcm is presented in Section S. The location of

flight data ,qjuipnert in the tower is shown on floor plans of the

Cab and IFACO; thi- format and form of selected categories of

printed and handwritten flight strips and hand notations used
with these stripl is presented and discissed i and the flow and

arrangevent of flight itrtps from console to console throughout

the :.ab an. Tl ACON is presented in thib section. The tower weather
information system is presented in Section 6. This presentation

covers t.e t)'es of weather information received, the formats of
weather ncstgcs, sources of the information, and the procedures

and -eant by which weathcr information is disseminated from the

tower-

I
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S2, BUFFALO AiR TRAFFIC CONTROL SYSTEM

OVLRVIEN

The environment and operatiors of the Buffalo air traffic

control system are described in this section which includes a

:description of:

o The general setting of the Luffalo Tower (location,

weather, site-specific factors);

o The specific air traffic control environment (airport,

runways, taxiways, airspace, radar service);

o Aircraft operations; and

* o The TRACON and Cab tacilitics in terms of layout, posi- F
tion, staffla&, control-ter duties, and controller issues.

The Buffalo Tower is located in an airport facility serving Buf-

iLaid, New York. A O-ni'c radius o f the Tower includes Niagara

Fal!s, partz f-f Ontario, Cerada, sect ions of Lake Erie and Lake

Ontario aun3 vestern New York Stnte. Part of the Buffalo Approach

Control Area includes Canadian airspace over the Province of

Ontario.

Major natural factcrs affecting tower operations include pre-

!vailing wcst-:outhwest winds off Lake Erie and the Northeast winter

*cliuate. The airport is largely a one-runway (05-23) operation

which results from the prevailing southwest winds and the fact that

,the second runway (14-32) is not- sufficiently long (5,373 feet) to

I handle large aircraft. The predominantly one-runway configuration
rmeans that all types of aircraft must be served and therefore

* mixed in the same approach and departure patterns.

The airport layout. lacks a crimeter road for vehicular traf-

fic. Daily tower operations ares conplicated by the need for many'

!service vehicles crossing taxiways and runways.

•-2..
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The Buffalo TXhON's instrunent operatior' traffic mix is ap-

.p'ox1mately 48% air crrier, 10% air taxi, 3t% general avia-tion

hnd 6% military. Military traffic results fromi the tower's IFR

*responsibility for Niagara International Airport, located anprox-

imately 13 miles niorthwest of the Buffalo Tower. Niagara (IAG)

has a VFR tower and is the home Uase of several military units.

Buffalo traffic levels for FY79 incltded approximately

17C,00A tower operations and slihtly over :00,000 instruent
operations.

OTIS.

Regular TR!ACON staffing includes t,;o appioach coitrol radar

positiors (east and west) and one departure radar position; .. ese

controllers are assisted by controllors staffing the Arrival Pita

and Coordinator (part-tine) positions. Tower Cab staffing is

typz.ca in teri of positions and responsibili ties.

2.1 GL,-,,II SF'T TNG

The P:ffalc air traffic control towei is located at Greater

Buffalo Internatioital Airport (e.evation 725 I'L). This airport

is situated epproximately three ailes east of the City of Buffalo

and nine mi)-.s east of the Canadian border on the Niagara River.
A 50-mile radius of the airport includes the Niagara Falls region,

,a section of western New York state, the soithern portion of the
;Province of Ontario anA large areas of Lake Erie and Lake Ontario

* (see Figure 2-1). The airport is a port of entry into the United

States an- has a U.S. Customs Facility. The City of Toronto is

located approximately 60 smiles to the northwest across Lake

Ontario.

Prevailing winJs at Buffalo are from the west-southwest off

Lake Erie. At times, these winds carry industrial smog from the

heavy industrial operations (steel, oil, rubber) on the shores of

Lake Erie. The s-,og can adversely affect tower visibility to the
so,.tth"est for five to t(-,' miles- i Weather conditions at Buffalo

;feature regular Northea.4t seasonal variations. According to tower

L. . . . i
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,pe[ snriel, snow conditions do not signific ntly infiucnct- nir-
;port operations to any greatcr degree than in other ortheast

Sc it -es.

The Crand Island area on the Niagara River is notable for

.heav- ccncentration , of bird flights dur.lng the sring axd f"1l.
* Grand Island is also the site of svveral tall television antenn-,

" towers.

Approxinmtely IS miles no='thwcst of the airport is Niagara

Falls International Airpo:t (N IA), a facility with a VF. Tower.

This airport is the .rnne of several military reserve units which

fly helicopters. T-101 interceptor aircraft, anol C130 transports.

2.2 AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL ENVIR )'MNT AT FUFFAI.('

2.2.1 Ai-*,t::- .r.: ut

* The' runway layout at P uffalo (.t-e ri1gure --2) i:; centered on
r he 1ot -<a h : t r~w :,05-23; thi:. ru-.,va wat increa. eJ

to its )rcCnt lcrgth (8,162 feet) by a rorthea:-t extension over

a railroad right of way, a roadway, and a creek. The extension

b:idge structure on the runway liAits tak1coff and land weights

;for heavy, wide-bodied aircraft.I Runway 23 is the primary runway

:for a very high percen.toge (about 70t) of the tire due to the pre-

!vailing southwest winds; runway 05 serves as the prinary runway for

!approximately 20% of the timo. Both runway 23 and 0S are equipped

Swith in truwenit Landing Systems (ILS).

The second runway is on a southcast-north'ist alignment (14-

3Z) and 4- approximately one-third shorter in length than the

'first (S,313 feet), Runway 3Z serves as the primary runway for
!only In% of the time and only when northwest winds appro.ch IS to

20 knots; under these conditions, air carriers are given the
:option of using rwzwa: 05-23'. Runway 32 is z;ot ILS equipped; how-

iever, it does have a VOR opproach. Aircraft approaching touchdown

!on runway 32 m'-t pass directly over a large Westinghouse manu-
Sfacturing plant. The location cf this structure is due to its

2-4
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f orxer sta tu. as an aircvaft ass.blv vPla t. Runway 14 is nut

uscd as the r i i.ar irunay and I:; not equipped with any NAVAIDs

txcept runway lights.

The t.:xiway network connects the three major activity centers

in the airpoit: the past Terminal Building near the Tower, the

West Terminal Building paralleling runway 05, and the north terminal

area cont.6ining the U.S. Cistoms facility. The main terminal area
and the north terminal area are each served by one fixed base

operator. The two major links in the taxiway network parallel run-

ways 05-23 atid 14-3Z; other links consibt of .s ections of older

closd runiays and short segments near the runw'ay intersection

area.

According to controllers, there are two taxiway visibility

pro levs wit h the prescn-1 layout. First, aizcraft or vehicles

taAiing i;, the "s t area" between the two -ajor teriinal build-

ings are not rcadily visible from the Cab. Second. during periods

of poor visibility, it is diffic'tlt to monitor noving aircraft and

vehicles in the vicinity of the U.S. Customs f:k,:lity.

A more frec:ucnt taxiing problem confrontel by the Cab 1
4

controllers is the high number of vehicle movements within the

airport area. Thesc include official vehicles, support vehicles,

maintenance vehicles, and rescue vehicles. Due to the absence

of a periz'eter roadway, Ground Control and Local Control spend a

good dal of time monitoring and coordinating vehicle movccnts

across and between runways.

From the pilot viewpoint, one snow-related taxiway problem

is the narrowness of the taxiway* leading to runway 23. Snow re-

movl operations create high snow and ice piles in the area

abutting the ta;iway. Pilots of large jet aircraft with broad
!wing .pans must exercise cauLion to avoid hitting hanging engine

'pods on the accumulated snow. This problem was most evident

•during the great snowfalls of 1978.

Z-6
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2.2.2 Fi.:alo Tower: Airspace and Radar S,,-rvces

The Buffalo air traffic control tower (ree Figure 2-3) is

:lhcatei in the East Terminal Building. The tower facility houses

the Cab and a TRACON with ARTS Ill equipment. The airport sur-

veillance radar is located on the airfield just south of the mid-

*roint of runwsy 14-32.

Airspace serviced by the Buffalo Tower includes four distinct

areas (see Table 2-1), each designed in response to specific

operational requirements. The Buffalo Tower officially provides

air traffic control service wiihin the "Buffalo Terminal Area"

(see Figure 2-4). This area is irregularly shaped as a result of
the Cleveland ARTCC delegating airspace according to operational

requirements of the Toronto Center (Canadian Air Traffic Service)

a neighl,1 oriag towers such as R~uchester. For example, the Rochester

iower controls the approach to Bat.-via; this explain,; the indenta-

tion on thc east ter:-inal area boundJary. Within the terminal

rea, the Buffalo Tower has the rcsponsiblity for IFR arrival,

departure, and tower en route aircraft. IFR aircraft are Provided

with radar vectors and radar separations to standards of three

.miles distance or 1,000 feet in altitude. At the terminal area

boundary, the ARTCC accepts and hands off IFR traffic to the Buf-

.falo Tower.

Niagara Palls International'Airport is located within the

ter-,inal area and is provided with IFR service by the Buffalo

Tower.

The Terminal Radar Scrice Area (TRSA) censists of two sec-

tions (see Figure --) .

1. From the surface to 7,000 feet MSL; within a five-mile

radius of the ASR.

2. From 2,500 feet to 7,000 feet MSL bctw-een the 5 and 12

mile radii of the ASR.

2-7
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The TRSA is a defined, positive control area for those VFR aircraft

who wish to participate in one of three raday service programs

available.

Sta~e r: Radar Service Advisory

Buffalo Tower radar control provides infoination on wind an!

the runway in use (unless pilot has received ATIS and give5 the

ATIS code), and specifies time or place fo pilot to contact Tower

Cab; radar servicc termirateO

Stage -I: Radar Service -.visor, and. ,in,

Buffalo To'er radar control provides advisory information

(as above) and providcs standard VFR radar separation (raininum

I 1/2-mile dilstance or SOO feet altltude) until aircraft is

sequnced fr" landirg, or until the pilot sees the traffic he

is to follow.

Stauc TIT- R ;.ar Service

Bi~ffalo Tower radar control provides strndard separation

between ail partic:ipating VFR and IFR aircraft operating within

the TRSA; VFR pilots are encouraged to accept Stage III service but

it is not mandatory.

Time pernitting, the Puffalo radar control provides radar

service to VFR Stage III aircraft outside the TRSA but within the

terminal area. Nizgara Falls International Airport is located

approrirately two miles beyond the TRSA boundary.)

The third airspace acea is the "Airport Control Zone"; this

tone is irreLular in shape and extends up throug' the TP" to the

base of tlie continental control area (14.500 MSL) (see , 2-6).

This zone is designed to provide a pos.itive control area for

irstrumei:t approaches and departures.

The fourth airspace area i.s the "Aixport Traffic Area" which

is a five-mi e radius of the ASR from the surface to 3,000 feet

AGL; this area defines tha airspaco in which aircrait must talk

to the Tower (Figure 2-6).

<,- .,12
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2.L3 j-icel Approach -nd Depayture. Profi Ru-wa 2

An IFR arrival flight approaching Buf alo will be vectored

by the A1VTCC to a "transfer point" near one of the four major ar-

*r.'"ai fixes which are located lust inside the terminal area

boundar., Per 3gree.ent with the Cen-er, these arriving IFR

flig-ts approach the fix in level flight at 2S0 knots and at an

altitude of ei',er 11,000 or 9,000 feet HSL. Aircraft cross the

easterly fixes (Eh- an and Dalee at 11,000 MISL; the westerly fixe,

(Wella and Dunkirk) are crossed at 9OOC feet MSL. The ARTCC and

the Buffalo Tower will 'oordinnte the transfer of cor.trol of the

flight; this tra-asfe: is usuall' acco.plihed via a silent ARTS

hzndoff. Th- radar controller in the Ruffalo TPICON will then

pTovile thi-. aircraft wit% r3dar separation, app.-oach vectors and

altitude ;.ssinnents to pernit an interception of the ILS glide

sIope. Typical ztpproach sequ-ncing inv-lve sev.-ral corivunications

between tie radar controller and the aircraft (roe Figure 2-7,,.

A tr the flight crosse,; the approach fix at either 11,000

or 9,000 feet MgL, the approach controller w.ll ,or",ally clz.,r the

aircraft for a descent to 7,000 feet MSL and a turn onto the

"downwind" leg Faralleling the -anding runway. When the aircraft

is claar of departure traffic, the radar controller will provide

a clearance for a d scent to 2,SOO feet I4SL.

When the aircraft is approximately three miles beyond the

outer marker of the ILS, the radar controller will authori:e the

aircraft to make an inward descending turn onto the base leg; this

procedure enables the pilot to fly an eight-nile final on the ILS.

When the pilot has the runsay in sight, the aircraft is cleared

for a visual approach; responsibility for the flight is usually

transferred from the TRACON to the Cab betweer eight and five

miles from touchdown,

* A one day sample of instrument orerations flights indicated

that "Wells" was the most frequently used arrival. coordination

fix:

.-..-...."...*.
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.... Frequency Used

N Navw(o April 25, 1990)

West Fixes: WELLA 45
THORL 13
B, 0TO 2
ERI 1

East Fixes EIt1AN 14
DALFE 13
BURST 6
ELZ 5
3IW S
ROC 4
DT 1

NAVAID Fixes Buffalo VOINTAC (Mi) 36
Niagara TACAN (IAG) 15
Geneso VOR (GIrh) 12
Dunkirk VOR (OKIJ) 2

I R £liht.- departing Buffalo normally fly the runway heading to

3,000 jeet H.M.. The radar controller in the T!LACON then issues a

' depa't'.rc -ote vector to direct the aircraf- to oae of the trans-

j'r o ints 031 'che 2f-ni.,tj.. -1 mile DNVt- of tYe )-uffalo VORTAC (set?

I .)3-)r n is ti.r_ .J -e, ,,:pr " ,:-.raft are usually re-

:,,irtc t-. the initial assigned altittdc ,cf 6,0C0 feet MSL; when

the depart-ing flight is beycnd the path of arriving flights, the

radar controller will normally authorize a hir..er altitude. The

radar controller will effect a radar handift of the flight to the

ARTCC at or near the transfer point. N(t is also possible for the

Buffelo Tower to execute a radar handoff with the ARTCC prior to I
the transfer point; in this case, the Center ray climb the de-

1 rarture but cannot alter the departure route until the aircraft
is outside the terainal area.)

'2.3 LUPI.ALO )oEP OPERATIONS

A quantitative st&bimary of Buffalo Tower operations is pro-

vided in the following tables and figures:

Table 2-2. Buffalo Aircra~t Operations and Instrument

Oporations for 'FY78 and 1-Y79.

2-16
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-tAJILL 2i-2 BUFFALO AIRCRAFT OP ' *,ATIONS AND iNSTRM!NT
OPERATIONS FOR FY78 AMD FY79

Airc atjo stY7a FY79 Percenr rhanj-

Air Carrier 78,393 ISOM8 -6.11

Air Taxi 27.80S 21.119 *20%

Cenaral Aviation~
o Iti "arat 46.294 53,254
a Lc.,a 14.948 18,760

70%oal, 61.242 7Z, 034 .17.6%

Military
" ltinersat 1,647 1,474
" Local 1.841 2,403
o Total 3,488 3,881 .11.3%

Sumary Totass
o Itinerant 143,g39 1411,432
o !.*Cal 16,789 21,183
" Gr&nd Total 160,728 170,(. $ -6.21

1nstr;Mnt CZeratirns

Air Carrie-r
0 I2CIVTY 76,987 72,007
0 ;;ecf1nd&ry 429 432
0o ycri1ip~hts 2,9c' 11
o Tota 1 80,320 75.590 -3.91

Alr Ta Y.i
o PriLXATv 15.601 17 , 0 6
o ftcv"J.ary 131 7CR
0 iL iaht 3 3,081 3,3--0
o T c t p16I,615i 21,174 #12.51

Gcrneral Aviation
o Pripetry 40,521 47.166
o Secoacdary 23,337 is 6633
o Overfllihts 27,078 32,559
o lotal 80.936 95,38p, .13.bi

Wilitary
o Primary 1,031 826
o Sgcondsr 9, i"09 9,465
9Ovarflight 11,Z.2 1,1,2

o Total 1.122.7 3.31

Suaaary Totals
a 1rlr4I-y 134,140 137,035
a stcndery 22,905 Z6,268
o Overflighits 34,416 40,571
o Grand Total 191,462 203,924 *6.St

Nrived frc'u FAA kR TR,*TFICACTIVITY FY78 FY7?0

----- ----



T. Tile 2-3. Buffalo Tower Aiicr4it Operations by Pay of Week.

Figure 2-9. 3uffalu Inf tru .nt eration. Tire of Diy

(April 25, 19PO - Fri-a).)

Highlights of these data sutnmaries are -ii;cusse2 I-elow.

The Buffalo Tower Cab handled approximately 163,000 aircraft

operations(Buffalo arrivals and d.partureS) in FY78 and 170,000

in FY79.(Tablc -). This increase i.as l'-igely attributable to
increases in air taxi and gener1 av ation opcraTiois. Tie number

of air carrier Operations decreased I,), approx;rrately six perccnt

frcm lYY78 to FY79. The traffic mix for ol,erdt uns handled by the

Cab in FY78 and FY79 were as follows:

FY7 FY79*

Air carrier 49% 43%

Air taxi ll% 12%

Gexner~1 39tc~ 2 1

ilitary 2% 2%

'Vro-t add to 10% due to rounding.

The Buffalo TRACON handled :<proxir:ately 191,000 instrument

opeiations (primary, secondary and overflights) in FY78 and
204,000 iL FY79, Again, this increase was ba:ed on gineral

aviation and ai: taxi activity; the number or air carrier

instrunt--nt operationz was reduced by approxi-i:attly 5,000

flights from FY78 to FY79. Overflights as a percentage ,f

total in, truent operations was. 18% in FY78 and 20% in FY79.

TraffPi: mix ror the Buffalo TIACON during FYYi2 and FY79 were
as followb:

FY7P FY79

Air carrier 42% 37%

Air taxi i0 10%

Gencral aviation 42% 47%

Militzary 6% 6%
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--The perccentae of illitary flights is significantly higher

:or the T!RACO , io..g to the IFR responsibility for Niagara (IAG)

Total daily Tower traffic c-.hibits little ,ariability and

averages approximnately SUO operations on Keekd..ys and 400 on week-

ends kTable 2-3). The two daily traffic peaks are from 7:00-9:00

a.m. and from 3:00-5:00 p.m.: a 3m-aller peak also occurs in the

early evening fron 7:00-8:00 p.m. (Figure 2-9).

According to Tower personnel, future traffic levels will be

'affected by a decrease in air carrier service to Buffalo. In July

190, two iarfe ,arri-rs were considering the decrease or elimina-

tion of service to Buffalo. The prJne air carrier patron is, and

uiil contin:aL to te U.S. Air; at prcsent, this -irline accounts for

:4pproxiabat-ly 6St of all air carrier traffic at Buffalo. The

forerost on air taxi activity is for centinuc, roderate growth
h5:ised unon t[he e-onc'.ic2- of servi, -all and medium centers -ore

offiently. The coatinual grewth in cnural aviation activity

ay be slo'-'Ed by t"he recent ly:crezao¢s in the co-t of aviation fuel.

rh, futr uc c nilitary traffic for Buffalo is dependent upon

the status of military operations at Niagara. One of the plannin.

elem.ents for Niagara Tower involves the installation of a slave
BRTE radar unit to inriprove approach control coordination with

the Buffalo Tower.

2.4 BUFFALO TOWER CAB/TPiACON

2.4.1 iiollalo€ TRACON

The layout, staffing, operations and working environment of

the Buffalo TPNCON is presented in the following:

Figure 2-10: Buffalo TRACON Floor Plan Showing Controller

Positions

Table 2-4: Buffalo T]hACON Positions, Staffing and Duties.

Table 2-S: Suni-ary of Typical Tower Staffing: Cab and

TRACON.
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- -Figures 2-li Photographic survey of TRACON posittins and
Thro-u&h 2-22: v qu iprcn t.

The operational nu~cleus of the ThACON is based upon three
radar scope positions:

o Papa rture --West (DBP-W)

o Akrrival--West (ARR-W)

o Arrival- -East (AIRR-E)

4D1E?-W ba-adles all departures while arrivals are split between

AI R-V and A..-L depend Ing upson the aircraft's apprcach direction.

General :tu;-.orZ for the raear controllers is provided by the
TRACON flight eata position, referred to as Arrival Data (AD). The
AD position at Buffalo is anl eXtrem. active one concerning.

~o~~oirgcoordination, infortmation'dis;seminatio%, c'nd flight data
su~pport activities (Table 2-4); this pobition call b,, staffod by
Luc~'clcz do-rIrF peak periods. (Do ubl1e --taffi,- of the A,1

n ci-a lre rrsolt, frcra-F~iP outzges. The FDE)IP ia described
ini dL tall iii Section 5--lFlight D.Lta.) Direct "over the shoulder"-

* uppcrt for the radar corntrolers is provided by the TRACON Co-

;crdinitor (1"Q, a position which; is staffed approximrately 30t of
the tine.

Four official positions in the original TRACON operational

~plan are riot staffed; these include ore regular radar position
(Departuri.- East), tvo support positions (Departure Data and De-

* parture Hand-Off), and one horizontal radar position (Expanded
* Radar). The regular radar position is sometimes used for running

"surveillance approaches" while the horizontal radar position is
Used for trainine.

T RACOU position staffing for the five regular positions is
'fairly cozistvant throughout the dty (0700-2300). For the mid-watch,

*staffing is redvCed dowl. to two controllrs including a Watch

* Supervisior and a Journeyman radar controller (Tabhle 2-5).
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DEVICES

*,1. CONTROfL PJFL FOR FACKUP 11. TFLCO SPEAKER
FAA )fICflOP?O.% 12. TELCO DlIAL Ai~n KEYriCK

2. FAA C6A,%lNICAT1ONS PANEL IS. P.AZAR DISPLAY AST) CONTR.DLS
3. SPAEjEbeN VOLUME~ 14. kNEOSTAT FOR 0VEU21iAD LIGHT

CO~n'ROLS IS. CONTROLLER'S !41CROBnONE
4. T RAN SONDrR CONTRO0LS 16. ARTS TIA~v FALL
S. FAA SnEAX'ER 11. kLl'iP!L3lC KEYlkAPR
6. VIDEO M4AP SELECTOR rtJNEI. 18. FLIGHT S7F;P DAY
7. DIGITAL ALTIKET'ER 19. TELC JACKS
A- WIND D;RtCTION INDICATOR 20. FAA RADIO JACK
9. WIND ,PEEP IND1CTOk

10. DIGPiAL CLOCK

PAPLR

A. AERONAUICAL QIMeJT E. LIST OF RADIO rREQUF.NCIES
C. bv;ArrdPR !ESSAGE ARIrCC SECTORAi
D. LIST OF !IEV04PARY AIRPORT F. LIST OF PREFIXES FOR AIR-

FIGURE 2-12. DPARTURE: RD)AR I (WrIST SECTOR)
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DEVICES

1. STANDBY SELI.CTOR PATILL FOR FAA FREQUENCIES
2. LIt:HT
3, ELECTRlIC OUTLET, PIMEOSTAT FOR OUTLET
4. TELCO SPEAkER
5. TELCO DIAL AD KE(OACK
6. TELCO JACKS

FIGURE 2-14. TRACON COORDTNATOR
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DEVICiLS

1. CONTR0!. PANIEL VCR BACKU'P 11. DIGITAL ALTIMETKR
FAA MNC1-Clr-. 12. DIGITAL CL~'Cr

2. FAA Col'' ?4ZCATIONS PANEL 13. TELCO VIAL .AD rFYrACX
S. S A~Mkk1!EVOL01E 14. RADAR DISP'LAY : 2 D CONTROLS

35~.ZSI. RNEOSTAT Frc-; OVERHEAD LIGI!T
4. FJ.A SPFAXE1 16. ARTS TFAMtALI.
S. VIDO ?tAP PANEL~ 17. ALPHASUOKLRIC rrYCARL'
6. AN'iALOG A 1*4' M~lq 1a. TELCO JACKS
7. PYP VAY'.L 19. FAA PAD)TO JACK
S. WIND '11i'RCTTwi INDICATOR
9. W;NI SPFLU INDICATOR

10. 1-;L--) SPLER!

PAPEI&

A. AE$NAt~'tC.'t CWP.r E. LIST OP RADIO FVYQUE1NCTFS FOR
S. LIF'T CF UJ:- 2V4 ANQ0 CCMA;'lf CUi:VELAND AND 'rC..NTO AlkTCC SECTORS

P-Anic F:O(.E. LIST Or P1'FrIXLS FOR AIRCR~AFT TYPESC. igrAvfrr.R wESSAG5 G. SEO~TC72 IIAN*LDOFF LIST
0. POITION LOG It. SCMRATcm PAD

I. LIST OF SECONDlARY AkPflR'

DES! GlAT!ONS

FIGURE~ 2-15. ARRIVAL RADAR 2 (EAST SECTOR)
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2. FA PAE 2 iOTTFO "k!A IH

4.CT'. IAL OR 1TC[UP IS . FLIGHT STRI BO
S.DMICRL AEIMET 16.* \IPrO ).TP LECT 'A

6. TFA Cc' NC~I SPANEL 17. ALHSAMFR KOARDICf
S. ,, sPFJ.r""rkO, OL4 18. TE.LCO JAiSU EPC

8. oWN VR-IONIDIAO 19. FAA RA.010A JA CNRD

4. TAN 'flCDYR CHAJR~T V. LIT OF PIE FORAR
B. '-1ISHT~jA 5 TRIP CR.AT TY!!:,,L

C. IST CRAFT . INM1 TAVECS VISIBILITY

FOR CLEVELANDJ ANU TORONTO REQUJIR~EENTS
Ai%'TCC SIECTCRS F. St;CICI IAR LIST

G. LI1ST OF MILITARY CHANNEL
RAIO FREQUENCILS

PIGUY 2-16. DEPARTURE IRADAR .2 (EAsr SECTOR) (NO T STAFFED)
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1. DIGITAL CLOCK S. R~HEOSTAT F~OR VV~H2Afl LIGHT
2. TTLCO SPLAKER 6. HELASEr
3. TtLCO DIA:. A'if Kl-iypp.CK 7. TELCO JACKS
4. FLICMT STPUP B3INJ

* A. I'LIMIT sTkilrs
N. SCRtATCH P"f

*FIGURE 2-18. D2PARTU RE DATA (NOT STAFFED)49I
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Gy E. [41-

Jo-*: 7 7-701~ 14

16

1. STATUS BOARD 11. SPAE/FMHN VOLUME2. FAA SPEAER CONTROLS
3. WmNn PECTION INriCATOR 12. FAA RADIO JACK4. WIND SPEED INDJICATOR 13. CON'TROl PAILL FOR BACKUP FAA* S. DIGITAL ALTIMETER MICROPHONE
6. (PAPER COVI'RING CON.SOLE 14. TELCO JACKS

OPrNlsG) IS. (SPACE FRRA-rARt CONTROLS)7. DIGilTAL CLOCIZ 16. ARTS TRACKRALL
I- VID!'O MAP SELECTOR rANEL 17. Al.PHANUNYLRIC YFYtOAR'n9. TRANSPONDER CONTE 'C' IS 18. (SPACE FOR RA:ARt DISPLAY)10. FAA CO101UNICATIGcS PANEL 19. TELCO DIAL AN'D KFYPACK

PAPER 26. FLIG!rT STRiP LOX

A. CRASH CtX'jIliA7ION 1AIW
3.REFJ1RENCE N4OTEBOOK

_ __ FIGURE~ 2-19). EXPANDED RtADAR (NOT STAFFELD)
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I-sL. TYPEWRITE

2.TLO4IL;;~AKAD %DE

4.vcr LA.

S.TAPE DISPENSERI

A- SCRATC1 PA13
I. R~EFEREN4CE NOTESO
C. N~OTE
D. TIME ANJD ATE?4)AXC RECORD

aE. ROTH PAPLR
F. !:OR1 7250-4

FIGURE 2.-21 . WATCHF SUPE~RVISOR L'-,SV,
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1. R~ADRRPA CONTRONL PANEL

2. W)P.CT TELEPHONE TO RADAR SITE
3. ICSW DCONO CONFRL CLNESLE
4. ARTS COWOqL EQUIPMENT 0"LSECO
S. FIRST AID KIT6. PENCIL SHIAPENER

PAPER

A. CALENIDAR
13. LIST OF SATELLITE AIRPORTS
C. kAP OF SATELLITE AIRPORTS
D. )EPFRLNCE NOTEBOOKS
E. APPROACH PLATES

L FIGUME 2-22. P.FERENCE AREA~
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Z.4.2 .uuffalo Tower Cab

The layout. staffing, operations, and working environ.aent of

the Buffalo TowerCab is presented in the following:

Figure 2-23: Buffalo Tower Cab Floor Plan Showing Controller

Positions.

Talle 2-6: Buffalo Tower Cab--Positions Staffing and !huties.

Figur? 2-24

through 2-31:Photographic survey of cab positions and equil.r.vnt.

(Reference Table 2-5 for Typical Cab Staffing by Time of Day.)

Regular Cab staffing (0700-2300) involves four or five posi-

tions:

o Clearance Delivery (CD)

o Flight Data (FD)

o GroiLd Control (GC)

.. . Lo-i. Control (LC) ............. . .

o Cab Coordinat.or (CC) (whonever possibtlr)

The Assistant Lccal Control (AL) position is not staffed.

The FD position is usually staffed by the least experienced con-

troller (a trainee or developmental) (Section 2.5). The CD and FD

positions are combined frequently during the day to permit control-

ler breaks.

In the event the CD position is not staffed, GC performs the

necessary clearance functions; this activity does not involve a

change in physical position. The GC will monitor the CD frequency

and organize flight data (Section 5) accordingly at his position.

Hid-watch staffing in the Cab usually involves two cc..t.ollers

at the LC and FD positions (Table 2-5).

* 2-40
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FIGURE 2-23. BUFFALO TOWER CAB FLOOR PLAN SHOWING CONTROLLER
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DEVI CES

I. FHMV'AT FMI OVF.RREAD LIGHT IZ. FLIGHT STRIP IiOLDER FOR
2. SWITCHI FOk OWMEAD LIGrIT MESSACES
3. FAA SPA11. 13. TELCO MIAL AND KEYPACK
4. FVFP STiLECTCR SWITCi4 14. EI.EC'IPO~WRITER
5.CeNTP6L PANEL FOR BACKUP IS. ALFHAKUMERIC YFYBO.UD

FAA. MICROPHONE 16. ARTS LNTER BU-;'!ON,PEN
*6. nlGITA. C.(dCK STICK

* 7. TELCO sLr.xFR 17. FLIGHT STRIP 1IOLDERS
I. INK FOR ELECROw!RITER, 18. FLIGHIT STRIP F.OX
9. CONRAC VCNITOR 19. CONTROLLER'S M~ICROPM!ONE
1.FM~z PRINTER PNL 20. FAA RADIO JACK

11. FAACOW'JNICATIONS PNL 21. TELCO JACKS

* PAPER

*A. "i'FRUNCC! NO7EF10OXS D. AERONAUTICAL CMAI
Z. LIST UP AIPOAT/ARC.AFT E. POSITION RELIEF BRIEFING

ABFJWATIONS CIIECK LIST.
C~. INF0O')(ATIOll GUIDs rOR PipER F. FLIGHT STRIPS

AIRCRAFT t

VIGURE. 2-24. CLEARANCE DELIVERY
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MEICES

1. fDr! PRINTER ~ 6. TELEPHONJE HANDSET
2. TELCO~ SPrCAXFR 7. FLIMDIT STRIP EDCX
3. FAA SPEAKER (GPMINfD COMiTRL) S. TELEPHONE iiANrsET HiOLDER
4. TELCO DIAL AND KEYPACK 9. TELCO JACKS

* S. IlL? FEYBOARD

PAPER

A. GI 4ESSAC.ES F. LIST OF FDrP ?J)4BRS FORP
3. PC5I71CM LO(7 CLEV'ELAND ASPf TOPONTO SFCTORS
C. ENRC'UT M~P DATA CAIKD G. LIST CF 11ICCN AND COM.PAXY
0. POSITION RELIEF BIEVIlNG RADIO F-RrOUENCIES

CIIZCK LIST Hi. SNOW RMOVAL INFORI4ATION
5. SCRATCH PAD 1. FLIGH-T STRIPS

FIGURE 2-25. ;FLIGHT DATA
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6. CONITROL rANEL PO BACKUP Is. rvsE I-C? OiFFJ: " :~

~-AA 1C~O.i;~16. WITCH rOR OV~iltLIGHT*7. TLICO SPtfArfx 17. LIGH~T PHLOSTAT MR~ WIND
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:'. S -- CONTROLLER INFOMtATION

Controiers at the buffalo Tower are classified in one of the

following categories:

o Trainee.

o Developmental.

o. Journey-man--.'ull Performance Level (FPL).

o Full Facility Rated.

Each controller belongs to a "team" normally composed of a

supervisor, four journeymen and two trainees. Training require-

ments for journeynmen involve two over-the-shoulder evaluations per

year, usually with one of each in the Cab and TRACON.

A survey of controller turnover at Buffalo revealed a 67%

turnover rate over the past eight years. Many controllers leaving

Buffalo receive assignments at Level V facilities in New York City,

or Pittsburgh.

Conversations with various Buffalo controllers over several

days revealcd one comuon complaint focusing ca the FDEP equipment;

m;ajor criticisms related to the slow printing speed and the fre-
quent occurrences of FDEP outages.

2-52
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.. EQUIPMENT

This section describes equipment in !he Buffalo Tower Cab and

TRACON to be considered in the design of the Consolidated Cab Dis-

play (CCD) and the Flight Data Display IFFD). These descriptions

are froia the controller's point of view. The locations, users,

manner of use, and a picture are presented for each type of equip-

ment described.

.3.1 TIME AND WEATHER INFORMTION

Time and weather information is available from the console

clocks, the altimeters, the wind speed and direction indicators,

the Runway Visual Range (RVR) panels, and the radar displays. The

locations of this equipment in the Cab and TRACON are shown in

Figures 3-1 and 3-2 respectively.

3.1.1 Timhe: Console Clock (Figure 3-3), Rader Displiv

a) Loca:ions (Figures 3-1, 3-2)
Console Clock Radr Diav

,Lecal Control (LC) Assistant Local (AL)

Ground Control (GC) Clearance Delivey (CD)

Clearance Delivery (CD) Departure Radar-! (DEP-E)

Departure Data (DD) Arrival Radar-2 (ARR-E)

Departure Radar-2 (DEP-E) Arrival Radar-l (ARR-W)

Arrival Radar-2 (ARR-E) Departure Radar-1 (DEP-W)

Arrival Fadar-l (ARR-W) Expanded Radar (ER)

Departure Radar-i (DEP-N)

Arrival Data (AD)

Expanded Radar (ER)

*" - - - - - - ---. --... III ... . ..II II I .
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.. .b) Users

Time is used by the controllers to reference events for the
record, coordinate traffic flow and to give pilots time checks.
In the Cab, the Controller-in-Charge (CIC) at the Cab Coordinator

,CCC) position (Figure 3-1), uses time when logging items on the

:Daily Record of Facility Operation (FAA Form 7230-4, Figure 3-4)
,and when scheduling breaks and work shifts. (Actually, the CC

-position is staffed with either a CIC or Cab Supervisor (CS), de-

pending on the level of th.. person occupying it. For the purposes

of this report, CS and CIC are used interchangeably.) The CIC may

obtain time from any clock in the Cab, but usually uses the console
clock at GC. LC uses the time to provide adequate separation for

smaller aircraft arriving or departing behind heavy aircraft and

for all aircraft arriving and departing when the radar is out of

;service. LC occasionally gives pilots time checks. Ile obtains

'tirae from either the console clock at his position or the BRITE
-radar display. GC requires tine information for occasional time
* c;.wzks and when gate hold procedures are in effect. in the latter

case, after being informed of a delay by CD, a pilot nay try to
hasten his departure by contacting CC and asking permission to

7start his engines before the scheduled time. GC needs to know the

current time as well as the aircraft's engine start time to know
if the request can be granted. GC has access to the BRITE radar
;display and the console clock at~his position. Flight data (FD)
-needs time information to determine when to record the hourly ATIS
:message. He also needs the timelto update flight strips that are
inot activated within 1.5 hours of the proposed departure time. FD
:calls the Flight Service Station (FSS), when the 1.5 hour limit is
;reached, to cancel or update the flight strips. When the time is

:updated, 1 writes the time on the flight strip. He can obtain
Itimc from the CONRAC, displAy, or the console clocks q or CD.
;CD needs time information for frequent pilot timp Ae > and to

imonltor thi depaiture flight strips. Any that ...ruach .,ae 1.S
'hour delay are returned to FD to be updated. CD also needs time
'information during Gate Hold Procedures and for Flow Control

I - IIII I II I I l I II I I I "
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purpo els, to give pilots expected engine start times. When this

information is given to a pilot, the current time is also issued. __

CD can obtain time from the CONRAC monitor or the console clock at

his position.

In the TRACON, the Watch Supervisor (WS) uses time for sche-

duling and to count flight strips on the hour. For these purposes,

the supervisor may use the wall clock to the left of AD, or a wrist

watch, both giving local time. The arrival radar controllers issue

tine to aircraft when they are in a holding pattern, as well as the

time they caa expect further clearance. If the radar is out of

service, they use time to sequence approaches. The arrival radar

controllers write the time of initial contact on the flight strip,

and at their discretion, the time the aircraft is cleared for an

approach. The tine a pilot cancels an IFR flight plan is also

slogged on the flight strips. The Departure Radar controller writes

the tine of initial contact with an aircraft on a flight strip.

;All the radar positions have access to time inforratien from their

rac&r .icrens as wcll ;is the console cloz:1s at their positions.

Th. A) position needs time inforvation to update flight strips,

to monitor tioes of arrivals, aad to give flow control for spacing

arrivals firom the Center. AD also relays clearances from satellite

airports to the FSS and must monitor the "clearance void time" for

these aircraft. AD uses the console clock at this position for

'these purposes.

c) Discussion

The console clocks in the Cab and TRACON are all driven and set

!indcpendently and are, therefore, less consistent than the time

;displayed on the ARTS, which is entered into the entire system from

,a single source. Due to their greater accuracy, many controllers

,prefer to obtain time from the radar displays. In the Cab, how-

ever, most controllers use the console clocks as they are visible

'from further away and are less susceptible to glare than the radar

!screens. All the Cab console clocks are identical to the one shown

in Figure 3-3.
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Inthe TR.ACON, the radar controllers generally obtain time

J rom the ARTS except when the system is down for maintenance. The

:console clocks at the Arrival Radar positions have a 12-hour dis-

play (Figure 3-5), making their use slightly more difficult. The

.other console clocks have a 24-hour display (Figure 3-6). The

console clocks at AD, DEP-14, DEP-E, DD and ER are equipped with

rheostats to adjust the readout illuminator. These clocks also

have a color coded seconds display, a different color for every

15 seconds, indicating time to the nearest quarter minute, as

.required by FAA regulations when ccntrollers issue time.

3.1.2 Birometric Pressure: Analog Altimeter (Figure_3-7), Digital

Altimeter (Figure 3-5), Rz6arD-splay

a) Locations (Figures 3-1,13-2)

Analc& Altimeter Digital Altimeter Radar Display

CC LC AL

A GE C CD
J

DEP-W DE --

ARR ARR-

ARR- E ARR-E

DEP-E DEP-E

ER ER

b) Users

Altimeter readings are issued to pilots when requested by a

pilot, when required if the ATIS, code is not given, or when there

is a change in the altimeter reading of 0.01 inches or nor,! from

the value recorded on the ATIS. In the Cab, CD issues the alti-

meter reading to pilots of departing aircraft that do not have the

.A7I code. lie obtains this information by looking at the CONAC
,display or from FD, who records the ATIS message. FD uses the

a3tireter reading from the Weather Service Forecast Office (WSFO)

:Surface Aviation Weather Report (SA), issued hourly, or the Special

3-8
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Surface Aviation Weather Report (SP), ist i when weather changes

occur, for the ATIS message. lie also observes the altimeter at GC

occasionally to make sure the ATIS figure is within 0.02 inches of

,the current reading. GC and LC use their altimeters wainly to get

an indication cf weather changes. Occasionally, they relay the

readings to pilots, if requested or if a change has occurred since

the last ATIS re'.ording.

The TRACON radar con. 1:--s issue altimeter readings to pilots

-upon request, and the Arrivt "'I,ar controIllcrs issue the info.rat-

tion to pilots of arriving alrc ..ft that do not have the ATIS code

or if a change has occurred sincr the last ATIS recording. Noticing

improper altitude readings on the ARTS, radar controlLers may also

issue altimn:ter readings to pilots suspected of having incorrect

altimeter settings.

c) Di scussion

In the Cab, controllers tcnd to use the digital altimeters,

because they- are easier to read thar, the radar display value!:.

1hey do compare the actu:-l and ATIS FiVure so they know whcn a new

ATVc is n-'ccssar) or w!.en they need to is'_ue the actual readings.

Tlr.- WSFO also monitors the altimeter setti;og and issues an SP mes-

sage if a change of 0.02 inc]ies occurs withi.- the hour. The con-

trollers still monitor the reading however in case the weather

message is delayed or the change is sudden.

TRA= controllers prefer to :t'ain altimeter readings from

the ARTS because of its accessibility. They observe the digital

altimeters occasionally to make sure the ARTS reading is current.

Whe. c Largcs of 0.01 inches or more occur, they issue the actual

reading to pilot. If they notice a change of 0.02 inches or more,

the Watch Supervisor is notified. lie changes the ARTS value and
'notifics FD to record. a new ATIS.

The, digital altimeters have rheostats to adjust the intensity

of the display. The 2 analcg altimeters, at C. and AR-2, have

light switches to illuminate the dial. The analog oltiracters, how-

ever, are used only if there is a disparity between the digital

instrunents and the&weather r~ports.

* 3-12
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5.1.,3 Dire-tion/Velocity: Analog Display (Figure 3-8)

a) Lccations (Figures 3-1, 3-2)

LC

CC

DEP-W

ARR-W

ARR-E

DEP-E

ER

b) Us -rs

Hind ifformation ib 'sed by controllers to relay to pilots,

dertrmine rtuiways in us', vectcr aircraft and to get indications

of weather changes. The '!IC use! wind information to sequence

traffic f£o4 and to determine which runway to use. He obtains this

infonation from She $A or SP nessages or the wird instrumciits at

CC. LC uses hi!: wind instrmernt %:o issue current 'ind irnfor;.-tion

tncf,.;e c'li.jri ar. a r-raft for landing and upon a pilut's re-

ntest. GC issue5 wizd direction and velocity upc,: a pilot's re-

c.u? r zr t) aircraft departin g on the secondary runways. GC

obcains thi. jif. orr.%tion from the instruments at his position. FD

'uses W:iad ifor.ation when recording the ATIS message. He usually

obtains the information from the hourly weather reports, but may

u.-e the ins-ruments at CC if that portion of the weather message

is unreadabe. CD issues wind information to pilots who do not

.give th-, ATrLs code or to those who request wind information. le

gets the wiiid inforration from the written record of the ATIS

message at -he CC position (Figure 3-9), by asking FD, or by look-

,inp at GC's instrurvents.

In the TRACON, the WS technically ILeeds wind information be-

.cause he is responsible for determining tVl. r'unway in use. This

;responsibility, however, is usually deler' to the CIC. The

WS does use wind information to verify fnz: LIe active runway is

!r 3-13
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apprpriate and to be a:-re of a wind shift that would require

a runway change and his coordination with the ARTCC.

He obtains wind information from the SA or SP reports or the

wind instruments at any radar position. AD uses wind information

to relay to other facilities, such as secondary airports, upon

their request. He obtains this information from the instrument

at DEP-W. Tho radar controllers use wind information to compen-

sate for wind when vectoring aircraft. This is done primarily

by the Arrival Radar controllers, who use either the instruments

at their positions, or the WSFOs Winds Aloft Report (Figure 3-10)

issued twice a day and posted between ARR-W and ARR-E. The Ar-

rival Radar controllers also issue wind information to pilots

who do not give the ATIS code upon initial contact. All .he

radar controllers issue wind upon a pilot's request.

c) Discussion

The wind instruments provide analog velocity and direction

information from a single ancmometer and vane located approximately

li'CO ft due east of the intersection of the runways. There arc

alto 2 wind sochi cn the field, one at the anemoricter, the other

at the IS" building.

The Winds Aloft Report contains wind speed and direction in-

formation from 1000 feet to 16,000 feet AGL in 1000-foot incre-

ments. Some controllers use this when vectoring aircraft if

significant differences exist between instruments and the report.

Most controllers, however, pref.;r the instrur.ents because the in-

formation is more timely.

3.1.4 Runway Visibility: Runway Visual Range (RVR) (Figure 3-11)

a) Locations

LC

ARR-W

ARR-E

3-16
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..b) Users

Runway visibility information is issued to pilets whenever
'the RVR reading is 6000 feet or less or the prevailing visibility

is 1.5 miles or less. During marginal conditions, LC and the
'Arrival Radar controllers observe the RVR pnels approximately
!once every minute. Arriving aircraft are given the touchdown,
midpoint, and rollout RVR values by the Arrival Radar controllers

;usually upon initial contact, but otherwise at some time while

Ynder their control. LC gives the arriving aircraft the three RVP
:values upon initial contact with the aircraft and again when it is
,about a mile from touchdown. Departing aircraft are given the I
midpoint and rollout RVR values by LC prior to being cleared for
,takeoff.

c) Discussion

The three transmissometers are located at the touchdown posi-

itions of runways 5 and 23 and southwest of the runway inter-
section (Figure 3-12). When runway 23 is in use, the touchdown I
*RVR for S becomes the rollout RVR for runway 23. Similarly, when

runway 5 is in use the touchdown RVR for 23 becones the rollout
RVR for runway S. The RVR panels are usually left on, even when
visibility is unrestricted. The RVR panels show the readings in
!200-foot increments from 600 feet to 3000 feet and S00-foot in-

crements from 3000 to 6000 feet (shown in units of 100's of feet
with a "+" or "-% indicating the actual visibility is greater or

less, respectively, than what isgiven). These panels have status
,indicators: an "E" displayed means there is an error in the sys-
"tem and a "T" means the system is being tested by Airways Facilities

:(AF). There are also six indicator lights. Three of them are
.tabeled "3", "4", and "5" to indicate the intensity of the runway
ilights. Two others are labeled I'D" and "N" to show if the trans-

missometers are sensing day or night conditions. These 5 lights

,give the controllers an indication that the system is working

properly, as well as the runway j ightb being set correctly for
ithe current weather conditions. The sixth light is a visual alarm
!that indicates if the reading has reached or gone below the Alarm

_____3-19
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Setti ng This feature, which is combined with an aural alarm, is

not used replarly; the alarm setting is usually set at "00" (for
:zero feet visibility). The panels also have an illuminator knob
to vary the brightness ,.ntensity of the displayed values.

The controllers rarely make adjustments to the display and

limit their use of it to reading the indicated RVR values.

3.2 CONTROL PANELS

The following panels are used to control some of the visual

NAVAIDs and radio communications equipment at Buffalo. They are

!ocated at CC, LC, GC, CD in the cab and at the TC and radar
'positions in the TRACON. Figures 3-13 and 3-14 identify and show

-the locations of these control panels. This section includes a

'description of the control panels and the users of each.

3.2.1 Field Lighting_ Control Panel (Figure 3-15)

Location (Figure 3-13)

LC

b) Description

This panel has seven on/off switches and four control knobs

that control runway's S and 23 Highway Intensity Runway Lights

(HIRL), Centerline Lights (CL), and Touchdown Zone Lights

(TDZ); and the runway's 14 and 32 Medium Intensity Runway Lights

:(MIRL); and a major portion of the taxiway lights. To operate

the lighting system, the four intensity knobs are turned to their

'lowest setting (to avoid overloading the system when they are

initially turned on) and the power switch (located directly above

each of the knobs) corresponding to the desired lighting is activa-

,ted. Then, the desired intensity is selected. A single switch,

located below the TDZ light intensity control knob, is used to

iselect the TDZ lights for either, the approach end of the runway 5

ior ap.,roach end of runway 23. The taxiway switch, on the left
;side of the panel, activates the taxiway lights for most of the

"airppr. A small portion of the taxiway lights in the northwest

3-21
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corner of the dirport, near the approach end of runway 14 and the

FSS bui)Jing, tuAi on automatically with light sensors. The

seventh shitch on this pdne!, in the lower left corner, is ap-

parently nonfunctional.

c) Users

LC uses this control panel. For night operation, the lights.

are tur,,ed on at sunset and off at sunrise. A sunset and sunrise

table is posted at LC (Figure 3-16) to determine the exact times

of operation. To operate, the controller =:;ns on the switches

for the HIRL, CL and TDZ lights for runways ! and 23, selects the
TDZ for either runway S oc 23 and sets the light intensities ac-

cording to the regulations in Mr Traffic Control (7110.65B).

For controller reference, actual portions of these regulations are

posted at LC. All thr,: parts of runways 5 and 23 lighting system

are Ft at the same intensity, unless a pilot requests a specific

change (these requests are usually for an increase in HIRL intensity).

When runways 5 and 23 lighting system is activated so are the

taxiway lights and runway 14 and 32 MIRL. The latter, however,

ai~e usually set at a lower intensity. Thc field lighting system

is turned on during the day when requested by a ;ilot or mainten-

ance, when the visibility is restricted, and consistent with regula-

tions in 7110.65B. Pilot request: are received directly by LC, ox

sometimes through an Arrival Radar controller, when hc is vector.ag

an aircraft in and the pilot wants !he lights flashed to identify

the runway. The Niagara Frontier Transportation Authority (NFTA)

is responsible for mainte:aance Pjd requests the operation of cer-

tain lights to check or repair the Aystem. These requests are

made through GC. He informs 1,C wh,) carries out the request.

3.2.2 Runway 32 REIL Co'nt-ol Switch (Figure 3-18)

a) Location (Figure 3-13)

ti

' ,,
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b) Description

* ' The Runway End Identifier Lights (REIL) for runway 32 are
controlled by an on/off switch between the Field Lighting Control

Panel and the runway 23 Approach Light Control Panel (Figure 3-13).

c) User

LC is the usual operator of this system. The lights are

normally off and are turned on only when a pilot requests it, is

having trouble seeing the approach end of the runway, or when re-
quested by Airway Facilities (AF) for inspection.

:3.2.3 Runway 5 Approach Light Control Panel (Figure 3-18)

a) Location (Figure 3-13)

LC

b) Description

This panel controls the runway 5 Simplified Short Approach

Light System with Runway Alignment Indicator Lights (SSALR), The

'panel includes several on/off switches, an intensity control knob

and indicator lights (in pairs for redundancy). Of the four on/off

switches at the bottom of the panel, two turn on the Approach

;Light System (ALS) and Sequenced'Flashing Lights (SFL) and the

other two, labeled "auxiliary" are apparently nonfunctional. The

large knob in the center of the panel adjusts the inLensity of the

approach lights over 5 steps. In the upper corners of the panel

are red alarm lights for the ALS and SFL. Below these are two

"trouble switches" that turn off the aural alarms which signal a

failure (the visual alarms remain on until the problem is cor-

.rected or the system is turned off). Near the top of the panel

is a panel light intensity control knob and a reset switch. The

!step-S.lights have a 15-minute time limit to prevent overheating.

The reset button reactivates the step-S lights for another IS

minutes. The lower two steps of the ALS have green indicator

lights while the upper three steps have amber, as do the on/off

!switches.

3j



JI- c) User

LC is the user of this panel. When runway S is in use, the

,system is operating between sunset and sunrise or when visibility

is restricted. Intensities are determined according to the re-

;gulations in 7110.65B, posted at LC (Figure 3-17). Exceptions to

'the norms) ALS intensity settings occur when a pilot requests a

change in the setting or AF requests they be turned off for in-
spection.

When LC turns the panel on, the visual and aural alarm for

either ALS or SFL may come on until the system warms up. If either

does, he silences the buzzer with the trouble switches. When the

alarm lights turn off, the trouble switches are returned to their

normal positions. 'ie then selects the desired intensity of the

ALS. The pilot light intensity is not usually adjusted.

3.2.4 Runw'a 23 A-proach Light Control Panel (Figure 3-18)

. a), 1ocation (Figure 3-13)

LC

b) Description

This panel controls the runway 23 Approach Light System with

sequenced Flashing Lights (ALSF-1). The panel includes two on/off

switches for the ALS and SFL; a 5-step ALS intensity control knob;

pilot lights in pairs for redundancy with a rheostat to adjust their

intensity; and a timer reset button. The on/off switches have

green indicator lights that show the power is on and all the in-

tensity indicators are red except step 1, which has 1 amber and

1 red light.

c) User

LC uses the pankcl. It is used when runway 23 is in use, in a
similar manner to the runway 5 SSALR controls. If LC turns off

the buzzer when he initially turns the system on, he must return

that switch to "on" when the system is warmed up to determine if

Ithe system is functioning properly. If the buzzer goes on, it is

3-30



still malfunctioning (or warming up). If it does not go on, it
'is onerating properly. There Is'no visual alarm associated with

this panel.

3.2.5 ALS Engine Generator Remote Control Panel (Figure 3-19)

a) Location (Figure 3-13)

LC

b) Description

This panel includes an on/off switch and a red pilot light.
The switch is to start and stop an auxiliary power source for the

-ALSF-l on runway 23. The pilot light indicates the generator is
operating.

c) User

This panel is not functional.

.3.2.6 ATIF Recordinr' Controls (Figure 3-20)

aj Location (Figure 3-13)

cc

b) Description

The ATIS Recording Controls are used to record and monitor the

toperation of the Automatic Terminal Information Service. The

:panel includes a microphone for making the recordings; function

switches, to turn the unit on or off to record, indicator lights

:which show when the unit is on, recording, out of tape or mal-

functioning, and a remote speaker for listening to the recording.

The same message is used at Buffalo for both arriving and depart-

* ling flights.

c) Users

FD is usually responsible for recording and updating the ATIS

imessage, although sometimes the task is performed by the CIC or

CD. The ATIS message is usually'recorded hourly, however, an

,.interim recording _is.required when the WSFO issues a Special Surface

.....3
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:Aviation Weather Report (indicating significant changes from the

previous report), the runway or approach in use ch:.nges, status

*,of pertinent equipment changes, or relevant NOTAMIs are cancelled

'or initiated.

Before recording the ATIS message, FD erases the previous

:message from the plexiglass board that provides the format for

the recording (Figure 3-9). New infoination is then written on

the board with a grease pencil. This provides a simple reference

,for the Cab controllers and reduces the chances of omitting

limpor ant Information when making the new recording.

Information for the ATIS is obtained as follows: The ATIS

.code letter is derived alphabetically, choosing the subsequent

letter whenever a new message is recorded. Time on the ATIS is on

the hour, unless an interim recording is necessary. For the hourly

*A'IS recordi~igs, time may be omitted from the written record,

but it is recorded on the tape. Weather conditions, usually con-

sisting of ceiling and precipitation infornaticn, are obtained

frozm the SA or SP messages, as are visibility, temperature, alti-

meter, and wind. Under VFR conditions, both the weather condi-

tions and visibility sections may be blank on the written form.

In this case, a statement is recorded that weather conditions are
;"better than 5000 and 5", referring to ceiling in feet and

)visibility in miles, respectively. The approach in use is obtained

from the CIC or LC. The arrival and departure runways are re-

;corded only if they differ from that to which the instrument ap-

proach is made. NOTAMs that are-recorded are obtained from the

NOTAM board at the CC position. On the written form, only an

abbreviated version of the NOTAN is used to serve as a reminder

ito record the full text.

After FD writes the information on the board he records the

imessage then listens to it using the attached speaker to make sure

it is operating properly.

CD and the Arrival Radar controllers need the ATIS code letter

!to verify pilot acknowlodgementsion initial contact. All con-

:trollers communicating with pilots, need to know what significant
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'deviations exist between the ATIS and actual conditions so they

Ican provide pilots with updated information. Controllers learn

what is oa the ATIS by direct communication with FD, by reading

the written record at the CC position, or looking at a radar dis-

play which shows the ATIS code, altimeter setting and approach and

runway in use.

3.2.7 Control Panel for Backup rAA Microphone (Figure 3-21)

a) Locations (Figures 3-13 and 3-14)

CD

GC

LC

DEP-W

ARP- V

ARP-E

DEP-E

ER (2 panels)

b) Lescription

These panels are located at every radio equipped position in

the Cab and TRACON. They provide a backup to the TELCO equipment

if communications become difficult because of a malfunction or

if maintenance is workin- on the system. Each panel has an on/off
switch and green and red indicator lights, showing whether the

,TELCO or the FAA lines, respectively, are in use. When the switch

:is "on", the FAA lines are activated.

c) Users

These panels are not used or checked regularly by the con-

!trollers or supervisors. The panels require special microphone

:Jacks which are not kept in the Cab or TRACON. Many of the pilot

'lights are apparently inoperative.

S. .... 5
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i3.2.8 Standby Selector Panel for FAA Frequencies (Fiure 3-22)

a) Locations (Figures 3-13, 3-14)

cc

TC (TRACON Coordinator)

b) Descrirt ion

These panels are used to select backup tranSnitting and re-

ceiving channels for the FAA radio frequencies used in air-grouLd

communications by the controllers. Backup channels are used when

communications over the regular system are difficult to understaind

and when requested by AF. The panel in the Cab covers the fre-

quencies rost co-monly used by the Cab controllers (LC, CC, CD)

and the panel in the TlUtCON covers the frequencics most commonly

used by TRACON radar controllers.

c) Users

Pancls tendA to be operated by the CIC or TC, upon request

from a cont-oller having difficulty communicating over the regular
equip.ent. Otherwise, he may ask any available controller to
select the standby frequency, or hc may do it himself.

3.3 MONITOR PANELS

The following panels are used to monitor some of the equip-

ment and operations at Buffalo. These are located at the CC

position and behind the CD and LC positions in the Cab and at

ARR-W and behind the Watch Supervisor's (N'S) desk in the TRACON,
as shoun in Figures 3-23 and 3-24. For each monitor panel, a de-

scription of the equipment is given, as well as a description of

the action taken when a nalfunction occurs.

A supervisor learns of an equipment malftunction through an

-alarn or through notification by maintcnance or a controller.
If coDLitions wa~raut it, he then notifies the other supervisor.

jThen, they both inform their affected controllers. The WS
iusually reports the failure to maintenance and logs the outage

nea Form 7230-4 (Figure 3-4). Certain outages are recorded on the
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.Cab log as well. An "E" is usually typed in the margin of the

!form next to an equipment failure entry. Another "E" is typed in

the margin next to a "Restored to Service" (RTS) entry. Some-

times the "Els" are initialled by maintenance on the TRACON log,

usually at the end of a shift. The Cab log, however, is not

initialled by maintenance.

3.3.1 ILS Monitors and Control Panels (Figures 3-25, 3-26)

a) Locations (Figures 3-23 and 3-24)

Behind LC

ARR-W

b) Description

-lie ILS monitor and control system for runways 5 and 23 con-
* 6ist of Z large control panels behind LC in the Cab and 2 status

panels at ARR-W in the TRACON.

- -The Sreen ILS panel near LC is used to activate the ILS for

the runway in use, and monitor and control the ILS on runway S.

.Near the top of the panel is a two position switch that turnis on

'the LUcalizer for the selected runway (FAA regulations prohibit

;sizultaneous operation of ILS systems on opposite ends of runways

and tirning off the Localizer has the effect of cancelling the ILS

-.approach). Tha panel has indicator lights that show ,.ch system

* is on (inoperative during our study). It also has status lights

that show whether the various components of the runway S ILS are

operating; the top row of orange lights indicate that they are on

and operating properly and the bottom row of red lights show that

;the particular component is off. This panel has a dialing syst?m

?to activate the standby components of runway 5 ILS and a telephone

4to conrunicate with maintenance personnel at the field sites.

'The small panel at the upper right corner of the nain unit in-

-': - dicates the source of the incoming call.

•. .- 3-41
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The white panel gives status information on the runway 23

ILS. The panel includes 2 rows of status indicators, a bulb test
button, a diiuner switch for the Indicator lights, an aural alarn

with volume control, and a power switch. The top row of indicator
.lights are composed cf three lights for each component of the ILS.
These are green, indicating normal operation; amber, indicating

that the standby component is activated; and red, indicating that

the component is off. The lower row of status lights flaih an

amb~r light if a malfunction occurs. The runway 23 ILS auto-
matically activates the standby romponents when the main one fails.

When this occurs, the upper indicator for the corponent will show

amber (standby) and the lower one will flash amber (abnormal). An

alarm will sound, which can be silenced by pushing the abnormal

indicator light, which is also a switch. The flashing however,

will not stop until the system is fixed. If both the main and

standby fail, the red light (off) will go on as will the abnormal

light and tho aural alarm. Again, the alaim can be silenced but

the light continues to flash. The bulb test button activates all
the indicator lights as a filament test. The dimmer adjusts the

intensity of these lights. The volume control is apparently not
used or is otherwise ineffective as the aural alarm has a make-

Ahift noise filter on it. The power switch is always on.

The two monitors at ARR-W in the TRACON are approximately

'3 1/2 itiches wide and 10 inches long. The one on the left is
for runway 23, but it is not functional. The other gives status

information for each component of the runway 5 ILS. A green light

indicates that the component is operational, a red light indicates

that it is not.

c) Users

LC and the CIC are the users of the ILS monitors in the Cab.
Either one of them, but usually LC, selects the ILS for the proper
•runway. ?Io further operation is'required unless an alarm sounds.
When this occurs, LC observes what component is out, and silences

}the alarm. He then notifies the CIC. When runway 23 is in use,

operations are not affected unless the standby system does not

standby.syste3-4.. doesot



eongage properly. When runway S is in use and a component fails,
,operations are affected, at least temporarily, while the standby
.component is dialed in manually by LC or the CIC. Furthermore, in
many cases, this feature of the runway S ILS control panel is not
used, and AF is notified to turn on the standby component. When

'a failure occurs, the CIC notifies the WS of the outage, who notifies
:AF. The supervisors notify their affected controllers, and both
'log the outage on Form 7230-4. The WS also writes the outage on
the status board. If the standby component is not activated,

losing a portion of the ILS raises landing minimums. Losing a

marker beacon has a slight effect, losing the glide slope has a
,much larger effect and an outage of the Localizer cancels the

approach.

The runway 5 monitor panel in the TRACON is infrequently
observed. If an outage is noticed, ARR-W observes the status

board to see if it has been previously detected and to verify the
panel. If it is not on the status board he reports it to the WS

or asks LC for a verification. The WS and CIC are notified, and
they take the appropriate action,

:3.2.2 Fire Alarm Monitor Panel SFigure 3-27)

* a) Location (Figure 3-23)

Behind CD

b) Description

* The Fire Alarm Monitor Panel is a large panel (approximately

1 x 3 feet) that has an aural alarm and visual indicators that are

'activated by smoke detectors, sprinklers, and fire alarms located
:in the terminal buildings. On the panel, the east termipal is

delineated with lights identifying various parts of the building.

';Other airport structures are identified by a single light next to
ithe name of the building. There~is also a silence switch for

turning off the aural alarm.

.....- 4



FIGURB 3-27. FIRE ALARM MONITOR PANEL BEHIN~D CLEARANCE DELIVERY
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-- c) User

The CC uses this panel. It is virtually ignored unless the

alarm gees off, in which case the alarm is silenced by depressing
the switch. If It is not a test (which occurs daily about noon),

fire personnel are notified. The alarm light remains on until the
fire personnel resets the system at the source.

3.3.3 VOT Panel (ipure_3-28) !

a) Location (Figure 2-23)

CC

b) rescription

The VOR test facility (VOT) panel is used to broadcast the

ATIS message and give pilots a means to check their VOR receivers.

The panel has status indicator lights, green and red for normal and

alarat, respectivelv. It also has a buzzer, a reset switch, a

;power swi.tch and a blackout switch. The panel is always on, except

when it is turned off because of failure or a reqcutst from main-

tenance. The blackout switch turns off the transmitting capabil-
ities of the unit and is left "off" for normal operations.

c) Users

The CIC uses the panel. No action is necessary unless AF re-
quests a change or the alarm is activated. When the latter occurs,

the panel is turned off and AF iS notified. The CIC informs the
OWS of the outage. The CIC also informs CD because the VOT fre-

quency is used to transmit thc ATIS to aircraft on the ground.

Both supervisors log the outage on Form 7230-4.

3.3.4 Recorder Status Panel for ,ir/Ground Conmunications
" (Figure 3-29)

a) Location (Figure 3-23)

cc
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FIGURE 3-28. voTl PANEL AT THlE CAB COORDINATOR POSITION
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b) Description

This panel monitors the system used to record controller/

pilot cormunications. There are two recordelrs, one starts auto-

matically when the other fails or runs out of tape. Each re-

co Jer has a green, a yellow, and a red indicator light that in-

dicate the system is functioning properly, is ready to record, or

has malfunctioned, respectively. There is also a buzzer and ligh.

that indicate a failure and a "LO/[II" switch that controls the

volume of the recording.

c) U-ser

The CiC monitors the panel by occasionally checking the pilot

lights, maling sure the active recorder is in the "Safe" status

,and the other is "Read)". If either indicate a failure, AF i.

notified. Otherwise, no operation of the panel is required unless

the alarn goes off, indicating a malfunctiun. When this happens,

the buzzer is tu.nel off, an3 thEc S is notified, ;ho in turn cail.

AF. The -t-e is ]ozcd on -orm 77.30-4 in both the CL 0nd
T PACOiN.

3.3.5S W.AW Conti'ol Panel (Figure 3-3 1 )

a) Location (Figures 3-23 and 3-24)

cc

Behind WS

b) Description

The Mininmum Safe Altitude Warning (MSW) Control Panel is

'part of an alarm system that indizates when terrnlu clearance

minimum. are violated within the terminal aica. The system also

has a conflict alert feature that triggers the alarm when aircraft

;separation minim.ums are violated. The system provides an aural

)alart of a potential collision or low altitude problem, allowing

adequate time for controllers to respond. Flashing data blocks on

:the radar display call attention to the particular aircraft

irvolved.
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The panel includes a volume control knob, an on/off switch,

a test button for the alarm speaker and red and green indicator

ligh:s. The green light indicates the system is on and operating

properly while red .indicates a malfunction. Tho speaker for the

NISAW control panel is located next to it in the Cab, and to the

:right of the Departure Data position in the TRACON.

c) User

1he WS and CIC are responsible for seeing that the unit re-

zains on and is operating properly. They obscrve the panel at

least once during their shift. If a loiig tir , passcs without

hearing the alarm, the;, may push the test buttea. to check it.

This is usually not the case, as the alarm often sounds several

timcs during a shift. The unit is turned off only upon a re-

quest fro. maintcnsaace. The volume control is rarely adjuated.

When the alarm sounds the radar controller and LC check their

radar displays to see which aircraft are affecied. Thi-, contioller

reonlle for the aircraft assesses the validity of the alarm,

and alerts the pilot of the situation and advi.es him of appropriate
corrective action if necessary'.

3.4 SUID4ARY

The contents of this section are summarized in Tables 3-1

and 3-2 which illustrate the distribution of tower equipment

among the controller positions in the Cab and TRACON, and the

access of controllers to this equipment. Equipmient provided with

,automatic stctus monitoring is also indicated.

The Buffalo Tower has a standard complement of equipment

for a Level I! tower. There are, howrver, several significant

:aspects of the equipment that should be noted. First, there are

Ias rany as five controller positions, with equipment, that are

not regularly staffed. These include Expanded Radar, Departure

i Dta, Departure Radar-2, Departure Flandoff and Assistant Local

Control. ,.
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S Some equipment at active controller positions, such as the

ALS Engine Generator Remote Control Panel at LC in the Cab and the

runway 23 ILS Monitor Panel at ARR-W in the TRACON, are non-

functional. AF plans to connect the Generator Panel in the near

future. The ILS Monitor Panel has apparently been useless since

the runway 23 ILS was converted to a solid state system, but was

never removed from the console.

* Other equipment, such as the runway 5 ILS Monitor Panel at

,ARR-W, the fire alarm monitor panel, and the analog altimeters,

Ure rarely used. Still other pieces of equipment, such as the

runway 5 ILS Monitor and Control Panel in the Cab, appear quite

awkward to operate.

Finally, there is a great deal of posted paper at the con-

.'troller positions in the Cab and TRACON. These pieces provide

iinstructions and necessary information for operating equipment
!such as the runway and approach light systems, the FDEPs as well

:-. landing minimumn information, NAVAID frequencies and various

charts. This paper may be used by any controller, however, the

journeyman controllers refer to it much less than the develop-

mentals (controllers being trained and not yet qualified at

all the positions), of which Buffalo has a large number.
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- -, STATUS INFORMATION

The sources of and controller requirements for infcrmation

on operational -tatus are presented in this section with a dis-

cussion of NOTAlks and other procedures for determining and dis-
seminating such information on equipment in the following

categories:

o Weather Equipment and Clocks

o NAVAIDS (Visual NAVAIDs and Radio NAVAIDs)

The equipment in the tower is checked by means of aural and

visual alarms, visual inspection, and comparison with other pieces

of equipment. These checks are formally made three times a day
during the Watch Check (WC) and at other times by controllers

,using and monitoring the equipment. Airway Facilities (AF) and
the Niagara Frontier Transportation Authority (NFTA) sbare re-

sponsibility for checking certain pieces of equipment. The WC
is conducted by each Watch Supervisor (11S) and Controller in
Charge (CiC) at the beginning of their shifts. The equipment

checked includes the following: all clocks, wind instruments,
'altimeters, the Recorder Monitor Panel, the VOT panel, the ATIS

Recording Controls, the MSAW ConLrol Panel, and the ILS Monitor

Pard s. The individual controllers check the equipment at their
positions and report any malfunctions to their supervisor.

In the Cab, the CIC relays information concerning equipment
failures to the WS, who reports the problem to AF or the organiza-
!tion responsible for repairs. Both the WS and CIC inform their

affected contrcllers. All equipment outages are logged on the
TRACON Form 7230-4 by the WS and most outages affecting Cab
.operations are also logged on the Cab Form 7230-4 by the CIC.

In the TRACON, the WS reports equipment malfunctions to the

responsible maintenance organization and logs the outage. lie

notifies his affected controllers, and the CIC, if the Cab opera-

tions are affected. If notified, the CIC relays the information to
the Cab controllers that are affected. Individual controllers may

4-1
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X ote the outage on a piece of scratch paper to use as a refer-

ence. Flight Data (FD) writes it on the ATIS board if it is of

interest to pilots. Clearance Delivery (CD) may note it on a

plastic flight strip holder (Figure 4-1) with a grease pencil.

This is designed so it can be inserted in a flight strip box but

it is usually placed above the rndio panel at CD. Certain outages,

such as NAVAID malfunctions, are written in grease pencil on a

u rge plastic status board located in the TRACON as a reference for

TRACON controllers (Figure 4-2).

The maintenance organization notifies the WS when the equip-

ment has been repaired. Then, the WS makes a log entry that the

equipment has bee. "Restored to Service" (RT). Then he notifies

his affected controllers and the CIC, if the Cab is affected. The

CIC notifies his affected controllers. If he logged the original

outage, he also logs the "RTS". Then, the controllers erase or

discard the references concerning the malfunction.

When the WC is completed, the following notation is made on

both legs: "Watch Check List Complete" (WCLC), along with entries

concerning any- malfunctioning euqipment.

4.1 CLOCKS AND WEATHER EQUIPMENT

The clocks and weather equipment in the Buffalo tower include

the console and ARTS-Ill clocks; the analog, digital and ARTS-Ill

altimeters; the wind instruments; and the RVR panels. The follow-

ing is a description of how status of this equipment is determined

and subsequently disseminated.

4.1.1 Console Clocks and ARTS-III Clocks

a) Status Determination

The status of the console clocks and the ARTS-Ill clocks are

idetermined as part of the WC and also by controllers using them.

-This is done by comparing each time reading with an independent

treference. A console clock can be checked by usiAZ a wristwatch,

:a console clock at another position, or the time on the radar

!displays. Likewise, the ARTS-Ill clock can be checked using a
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wristwatch or a console clock. Since time on the ARTS-III dis-

plays is from a single source in the computer, only one display

needs to be checked to verify that they are all accurate. As well

as verifying the time, the control~ers observe the update rate of

the seconds display to verify that the clocks are operating. Any

-console clocks that are incorect are reset by a supervisor, if

possible, otherw.ise AF is notified (the console clocks at the

Arrival Radar positions can only be reset by AF, the others in

the Cab and TRACON can be reset by a supervisor). The clocks at

Arrival Data (AD), Departure Radar 1 (DEP-N), Departure Radar 2

(DEP-E), Departure Data (DD), and the Expanded Radar (ER) also
brzz and show a red flag when they fjil.

The ARTS-Ill clock is reset every day after the ARTS is re-

turned to service during the midshift. This is performed by the

ARTS technicians in the equipment room. Once or twice a week, the F
WS calls the WI radio time service to obtain the exact time,

which is subsequently used to verify the ARTS and TRACON clocks.

b) Status Information Requirements

When an independent failure of a console clock occurs in

the Cab, the i;,forration is needed by the CC, VS and controllers

that use the equipmcnt. When it'occurs in the TRACON, the in-
formation is needed by only the WS and controllers that use the

equipment.

Information concerning the failure of all the console clocks
or the ARTS-Ill clock is needed by both supervisors and all con-
trollers.

c) Status Information Dissemination

* hen a Cab controller notices the outage of his console

:clock he reports it to the CIC, who notifies his affected controllers

sand the WS. The WS notifies AF #nd logs the outage. If the CIC

notices the outage, he notifies his affected controllers and the

tWS. Once again, the WS notifies AF and legs the outage. The
,independcnt failure of a console clock is usually not logged in

,the Cah buu the status informationispassed on to relieving

4-S
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* .personnel if the problem remains uncorrected. In the TRACON,

. ,the same procedures apply for the failure of a single clock with

the exception that the Cab is not notified.

When all the Cab and/or TRACCN console clocks stop or are

;erroneous (a rare occurrence caused by power fluctuations or

failures), the supervisor who first becomes aware of the problem

informs the other and they disseminate the information to the

:controllers. The WS reports the outage to AF. The outage is

logged in the Cab and TRACON. When the ARTS-I1 clock fails, the

same action is taken as when all the console clocks fail.

Unless a power failure occurs (during which most equipment is
'out until the standby power system is engaged) there is always a

, backup source for time information, either the ARTS-Ill clock or

another console clock.

4.1.2 nal_ ital and ARTS-Ill Altimeters

' a) Status Information

The status of the analog and digital altirz:ters is determined

'as part of the WC and by controllers using them. The controllers

'cross-check their altiveters with another instrument, the SA
weather report or the ARTS-III reading. Any altimeter is con-

sidered out of service if it is off by 0.02 inches or more.

Flight Data (FD) enters the altimeter reading onto ARTS. He

.does this hourly, using the altimeter reading from the SA message,

or more often if an SP message is received with a different
altimeter reading, or if the altimeter reading changes by 0.02

inches. Thus, FD compares the actual and ARTS-Ill altimeter

readings periodically to make sure the latter is current.

b) Status Information Requirements

* . . Informaticn requirements concerning the independent failure

of an altimeter are the same as those for a console clock.

4-6
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The failure of all the altimeters is only remotely possible

:because the analog instruments operate indcpendently of each

other. The failure of the digital instriuents or the ARTS-III

altimeter reading, however, would require that the supervisors and

all controllers be notified.

c) Status Information Dissemination

Outages of the altimeter instruments are disseminated in the

same way as the console clocks (Section 4.1.]). They are repaired

'by AF, and logged on Form 7230-4 as are console clocks.

FD notifies the CIC if the ARTS-Ill altimeter reading mal-

functions (such as being unable to enter an updated figure). The
*CIC informs the Cab controllers and the WS, who notifies his con-

trollers and the ARTS technicians. Both supervisors log the

outage. If a radar controller notices an ARTS altimeter error

:(usually a reading more than 0.01 inches from the current), he

notifies the WS. The WS notifies the CIC, who tells FD to update.

the reading.

Backup sources for the altimeters include another altimeter,
S;the ARTS-III display, and the WSFO weather reports. Conceiveably,

all the digital altimeters could fail because of a power failure

and the analog altimeters, at the Cab Coordinator (CC) and Arrival

:Radar-East (ARR-E) positions, would still be operative.

4.1.3 Wind Direction and Velocity

a) Status Determination

The status of the analog wind instruments are checked as

;part of the WC and at other times by controllers using them.

Their status is determined by observing the indicators to see if

they are moving, by cross-checking instruments to see if they are

Iconsistent, by making sure the readings are similar to those on

ithe weather reports, and by the Weather Service Forecast Office's

,(V'0SFO) daily checks. The latter is done by the WSFO telephoning

1FD and making sure the Cab instruments correlate with the WSFO's.

L4-7_
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Since the controllers continuously use the instrtLents, they

tend to Inow iru.odiately if a malfunction occurs, usually hecause

of a sudllen and unwarranted indicator change

b) Status Information Requirements

When a single wind instrument fails, the status information

is needed oy the controllers that use the instrument, their im-
.mediate supervisor, and the hS.

When multiple instruments fail, the information is needed by

all controllers that use wind information and both supervisors.

c) Status Information Disseriiiation

Controllers report the failure of a single wind instrument

to their supervisor. In the Cab, the CIC notifies the VJS, who re-

ports it to AF. Both supervisors log the outage. In the TRACON,

the CIC would not be notified but tLe WS would log the outage and

notify AF.

When I1! the wind instruments fail (us,:ally dur to icing

or high wii, d:J, the supervisor that first notices the probie:z

notifies the other. They both inform the controllers that use

the instruments and the WS notifies AF and the WSFO. Both super-

visors log the outage.

Until the malfunction is repaired, the WSFO relays wind speed

and direction readings every 15 minutes to the Cab. Usually, FD

receives the information which he relays to Arrival Data (AD) in

the T.ACON. They disseminate the information to their supervisors

and the other controllers.

Other backup sources for wind information include the SA

weather report and the wind sock at centerfield.

'4.1.4 RPunw.y Visual Rane QR_

a) Status Determination

* The status of the RVR system is established by Al- and con-

!trollers using the equipment. A checks the system daily and

S .-calls-the CIC and WS to verify the visibility readings on the
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three Clisplays. While AF is clhrcking the -,ystern, the displays

show a "T" indicating thait it is in the test mode. Controllers
also check the 5ystem Z15 they u! e it, na)I-ivg su1re that 0h2 in-

dicator lights show the prope~r setting anJ day,'nlght :icde. An

"Ell is displayed if there is an error in the system. Local Cnn-

trol (LC) also checks the readin-s to make sures that they are

consistent with what hie can nctually sce. Arrival Radar-Wcst

C(ARR -W) and Arrival Radar-East (ARR-E) do this to a lesser extent,

checking the readings against the weather rcssagcs and tower
visibility readings.

* Post of the time it is obvious when a failure occurs; e.g.,

the surface visibility may be several miles u~hiAe the dirplay indi-

cates a Lfry thousamd feet P.VI. These prohiemis oftca occur in
winter, when~ bloiin- snow clogs the lenses of the transmiisonetcrs.

U.'aally, only, on.e tran!%; . s!scme ter faills at a time. When this

occurs, just thli sixi~it !!fVqR is put out of scrvic,-, the other two

t~~i~,n~foi'at joai. Landineg mninouls for the airport a're

corntrolite4 by the tuorchd,;1n P~V!, and eif.it-r one if the nidrange

and rollctlt (if all th.-ee are provided, oni, of the laitter two

is used as an adisory; the otli'-r two are controlling). Thus,

the PYR can not be used without the touchdown value and either

one of the other two.

b) Status Information Requircments

When, thc touchdown RVR malfunctions during marginal visibility

conditio-is, the information is needed oy FD (to record un the

ATIS), CD (to ini'orm aedpar, ing aircraft that do not have the

ATIS), ARR-W, ARR-2i, and the su.?)ervisors. li~ it malfunctions dur-

igperiods of good v'sibility, the information is needed by only

the supervisors, LC. aMv the Arrival Radar positions.

Iziforor.etiori corrcerning faiilures of either the rollout o2

midpoint, IVRs is needod by only the supervisors, LC and the

Arrival P~adar Position-_ If they both fail at once, however,

the status information requirerients would be the same as for

,the failure of the touchdown RVR.



Wl-'en an indcpendent R%.R pane' malfunctions during good

visibility conditions, the information is needed by the controller

who normnlly uses the equipment, his supervisor, and the hS.

During marginal visibi]ty conditions, the positions with the

operating panels must rlso he notified, to coordinate relaying

RVR valuo.s to that position, or his aircraft.

When all the PVP. panels fail, the status infozLation require-

ments are the same as when the touchdown co.,ponent fails.

c) Status Infori.ation Disscaination

When AF detects an RVR malfunction, they report it by tele-

phone to the CiC' and WS, who notify their affected contrullers.

The outage is lo~ged in the Cab and TRACON.

Mhen LC notices 4n RVR nalfunction, le notifies the ClC, who

reports it to the W7. The WS informs ARR-W, ARR-E (if vi. ibility

conditions are z;arginal), and AF. AF verifies 'he outage, then

it is loj'd e Gn the Cab cnd T.ACdN Form 72301-4;. The other con-

trollers %ce notIficri as noze.,sary, depending ou v-,hthor the

failure is to the 5inlc panel or one of the transmisso-neters -ad

the currert visibility conditions.

Wien an Arrival Radar controller notices an PVR malfunction,

he notifies the WS, who notifies the CIC (if conditions are margin-

al) and AF. The CIC notifies LC. Again, AF confirms the outage

and it is logged cn both Form 7230-4s. The other controllers are

notified when the touchdown RVR is out or both the midrange and

-rollout RVF's arc out, and visibility canditions are marginal.

Other backup sources for surface visibility information include

reference obje-.s on the field and the Visibility Reference chart

(Figure 4-3) showing the distance to each one. This is used by

,LC whenever visibility goes below 4 miles (See Section 6.2.1).

4.2 NAVAIDs F

* Radio and Visual NAVAIDs are discussed in this section ac-

cording to their status determination, controller requirements

Tfor status information and the subsequent dissenination of the
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infor..&tion. Thc NAVAIDs include the runway and taxiway light..,

the upproach lights, the Instrument Landing System (ILS), and the

VORTACs near Euffalo.

4.2.1 Visual NAVAIDs

The vis'.al NAVAIDs include the following light systems at

Buffalo airport (Figure 4-4):

Runway 23: High Intensity Runway Lights (HIRL)

Centerline Lights (Cl.)

Touch Down Zone Lights (TIDZ)

Approach Light System with Sequenced Flashing

Lights (ALSF-l)

Runway S: High Intensity Runway Light5 (I!1iAL)

Centrline Lirhts (CL)

Touch Down Zon.. 'O,6- (T!'Z)

Siriplified Short Apf.roach Light Sy':.tem with

Runway Alignment Indicator Lights (SSALR)

Runwa7 32: Medium Intensity Runway Lights (MIL)

Runway End Identifier Lights (REIL.)

Visual Approach Slope Indicator - Left Side of

Runway (VASI-L)

Runway 14: Medium Intensity Runway Lights (MIRL)

Taxiway Lights

a) Status Determinatioa

The status of' the visual NAVAIDs at Buffalo are determined

!through visual observations and the monitoring of status panels

;by controllers, maintenance checks by thc NFTA and AF, and through

'pilot rcports.

-4-12
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When a malfunction is noticed, minor repairs may be made im-

imediately. Long term outages which reduce the usefulness of the

NAVAID require a NOTAM (Section 4.5). NAVAID outages are logged

'on Form 7230-4 in both the Cab and TRACON.

The following is a description of how the status of visual

NAVAIDs is obtained.

1 ) IHIRL, MIRI,, and Taxiway Lights

These NAVAIDs are checked daily by the NFTA. They radio

Ground Control (CC), who relays the request to have the lights

;activated to LC. NFTA initiates a NOTAM if outages are not im-

imediatcly repaired. LC also zhecks the lights when they are in-

itially turned on and periodically while they are in use. Oc-

;casionally, pilots may report outages of these NAVAIDs to GC or

LC.

2) eLZ

The NFTA also checks the CL and TDZ lighting systems daily,

again contacting (C to have them turned on. Since these lights

,are flush w-ith th2 runway surface and directional in nature, they

can not be seen frora the tower. Status infori.aation on these

,.%AVAIDs occasionally comes from pilot reports, who usually notify.

LC.

3) ALSF-1, SSALR

These approach light systems are checked regularly by AF.
They radio GC, who relays the information to LC to have them

!activated. LC also monitors then when they are on, using the
;aural and visual alarms on the control panel. Pilots occasionally

report outages to LC.

4) REIL

These lights are checked regularly by AF, who contact GC

jto have LC turn them on. The lights are also checked occasionally

1by LC or CC by turning them on and looking at them. Pilots some-

itimes report outages to LC.
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5) VAS-L

The status of the VASI-L is determined daily by AF. Since
the unit is always on, AF does not have to Lontact the tower to

have it activated. This system is not visible from the tower.

Pilots occasionally report VASI-L outages to LC.

b) Status Information Requirements

Table 4-1 shows a summary cf controllers requiring status

information of the visual NAVAIDs and the U]S (Section 4.2.2) at

Buffalo.

In the Cab, the CTC needs status information on all visual

NAVAIDs, to be aware oi landing minimums, traffic flow and other

limitations resulting from an outage. LC needs status information

of all the visual NAVAIDs because aircraft tader his control use
them. He has to be aware of wihat visual NAVAI'Ds are available as

landin" ininimums and what useable runways are affected. GC needs

status inFormation on the HIRL, MIRL, and taxiway lights because

aircraft uider his control use them and he needs 3tatus on the

CL, TDZ, REIL, and VASI-L to anticipate the inovement of ground

vehicles working on these NAVAIDs. FD needs the status on all
the visual NAVAIDs for the ATIS. CD needs the status of the

HIRL, MIRL, taxiway lights, CL, and TDZ light systems to inform

departing aircraft that do not have the ATIS.

In the TRCON, the WS nee4s status information of all the

visual NAVAIDs to be aware of the overall operations of the
facility. The Arrival Radar controllers (ARR-W aiid ARR-E) need

the status of the ALSF-I and SSALR because they monitor aircraft

using the NAVAID. They also need status on the HIRL, MIRL, CL,
and TDZ light systems for informing approaching aircraft that do

not have the ATIS and to determine landing minimums. ARR-E also
.needs status of the VASI-L as aircraft under his control may use

the NAVAID when approaching runway 32. The TC needs the status
of the same visual NAVAIDs as ARR-W to coordinate traffic flow

from the ARTCC.

--4-15
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-c) Status Information Pissemination

When AF or NFTA discover a malfunction, they inform GC and/or

the WS. If they notify GC, he relays the information to the CIC.

The CIC notifies the WS and they inform their affected controllers.'
'AF of NFTA calls the FSS to issue a NOTAM. The outage is logged in

the Cab and TRACON on Form 7230-4. When they ilotify the WS directly,
he relays the information t. the CIC and they take the appropriate

action.

When a controller learns of an outage, either through a pilot

ireport, status panel or visual observation, he notifies his im-
mediate supervisor. The latter notifies the iffected conrollers

:and logs the outage. The WS calls either AF or NFTA, depending on
?which organization is responsible for the NAVAID.

4.2.2 ILS

The runway 5 ILS includes the following components: the

focaliztr (LOG) the glide slope (GS), the conpass lccator (LOX),
the outer marker (OM), and the middle marker (K[). The runway 23

ILS includes these and also an inner marker (IM). Figure 4-5 shows

;the location of the marker beacons and Buffalo VORTAC.

a) Status Determination

All of the IS components are monitored by the equipment

;discussed in Section 3.3.1. Additionally, AF checks the syste.

, regularly, notifying the CIC or WS of any malfunctions. Oc-
*casionally, pilots may report a failure to LC or an Arrival Radar

controller, in which case a verification is obtained from another

:aircraft.

* b) Status Information Requirements

In the Cab, the CIC needs status information for the same

reasons as with the visual NAVAIDs. LC requires status informa-

'tion on the ILS because he monitors aircraft using it. FD requires

!status information for the ATIS recording.
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In the TRACON, the WS needs the status of the ILS to be
aware of the overall facility operation. AD needs the ILS status

because he gives clearances for aircraft departing secondary air-
ports that may use the ILS to land at Buffalo. The Arrival Radar

controllers monitor aircraft using the LOC, GS and LOM1 portions

,of the ILS. They and the TC need status infornation on all the
components, however, as landing minimums are affected by outages.

The Ail controllers also need status information on the ILS to ad-

-vise approaching aircraft that may not have ATIS information.

c) Status Information Dissemination

When AF detects an outage of any ILS components, they inform

the WS and the FSS. The WS informs the CIC. They inform tne af-

fected controllers and log the outage (the FSS issues a NOTAM).

When a controller notices a malfunction, he notifies his super-

* visor, who notifies the other supervisor. The supervisors inform
the affected controllers and log the outage. The WS notifies AF

tQ have the malfunction repaired.

4.2.3 Area Radio NAVATDs

The area radio NAVAIDs (Figure 4-6) include the Buffalo

1VORTAC (BUF), the Niagara TACAN (lAG) and several other VORTACs

!within approximately 100 miles of the airport.

a) Status determination

The status of the area VORs and TACANs is determined via

/ NOTA1s from tl'e FSS and reports from the ARTCC, Niagara Tower,

I' AF and pilots. The FSS monitors the BUF and Dunkirk (DKK)
,;VORTACs; Niagara Tower monitors the IAG TACAN; AF checks the BUF

VORTAC; and the ARTCC relays irformatioAL on the others. Oc-
!casionally, status information comes from pilots reporting dif-

jficulty in receiving a particular NAVAID. When this happens,

'controllers try to get a confirmation from another aircraft.
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b) Status Information Rfquirements

All of the staffed controller positions as well as the super-

* visors need status information on the BUF VORTAC because of its

importance as a navigational reference for arrival routes, de-

parture routes, missed approaches and holding patterns as well as

brcadcastin- the ATIS message.

Due to their importance in defining navigational fixes for

entering and departing the Buffalo Terminal Area, the status of

pertain VORs and TACANs outside the Terminal Area are of interest

tc TRACON controllers. These NAVAIDs are listed in Table 4-2 and

indicate the TRACON controllers interested in their operational

status. Most controllers, however, vector aircraft approaching

and departing Buffalo using compass headings and therefore, do not

rely heavily on VORs and TACANs and so, operationally do not need

to know the status of these NAVAIDs. Nevertheless, the informa-

tion is useful for advisorie.3 to pilots.

AD needs st:itus information on -.ll the VORTACs/TACANs shown

in the Tale because he gives clearances for aircraft at satellite

airports. The dparture routes may require amending because of

radio NAVAID malfunctions. DEP-,t' needs status information on all

the VORTACs because he may give aircraft clearances to any of them.

lie does not need status information on the IAG TACAN, however, as

it is used by military aircraft approaching Niagara. The Arrival

Radar controll-r!: need status information only on the NAVAIDs

within their respective airspace, with the exception of BUF and

DXK, which are in the East Sector but are needed by both ARR-W and

ARR-E. The TC needs status information on all the VORs in order

to establish routes of traffic flow and coordinate with the radar

controllers and the AJRTCC.

c) Status Information Dissemination
* 1When a NOTAM is received (NOTAMs are discussed in detail in

section 4.3) concerning a radio NAVAID outage, FD in the Cab and
AD in the TRACON remove them from the electrowriters and give then

to their supervisors. If the outage concerns the BUF VORTAC, the

4-21
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.uiervisors inform all their controllers, and log the outage on

&:orm 7230-4. The WS or AD also post information on, the T11\CO,

status board. Other VORTAC outages are dissemirnated to the affccted

'fRACON controllers (Table 4-2) and posted on the status board.

When a TRACON controller learns of a radio NAVAID outage

through a pilot, he reports it to the WS. The WS relays the in-

formation to the FSS, AF, his affected ccntrollers and the CIC if

it concerns the bLUF VORTAC. lie logs it on Form 7230-4 and either

he or AD post the information on the status board.

4.3 NOTY.*s

NOTAV.ks arc receved fr.,:n the FSS on the electrowriter. The

information contained in NOTAMs concerns radio a.id vitual NAVAID

outages, equip.ient outage. .%d airfield hazards. NOTA-MS are sent

to notify the coqtroiler; '"outine cutcges for maintenance as

well as unex'-_cted maliii'tt-.

They n.y be initiated Iby AF, NFTA, the wS or FSS. When the

WiS init iates a NOiLV, he telephones hc FSS and gives the necessary

infor.' tion. The USS then offi(ially isscs -he NOT'.,.1 on the

electroi.rLtcr. Ut;ually, the WS knows of a pending NCT.M before it

is issued as the tower is in contact with the organizations that

:initiste them. Often, an outage is brought tr the attention of

someone in the Cab or TRACON, then relayed to the WS before the

official NOTAM is issued.

NOTAN's usually include an airport identifier (sore NOTAIs

received at Buffalo pertain to Niagara, Rochester or some other

airport), a class code (not of use to controllers), NOTAM nunzer,

effective time and date, approximate expiration time and date, a

itext describing the outage or hazard, the letters "FSS", and the

date and time issued.

The NOTAM shown on the left side of VIgure 4-7 is translated

:as follows: (The other NOTAM in Figure 4-7 was taken over the

telephont, by FD when the electrowriter was out of service. It

!I
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describes the location of a 70-foot crane operating near the air-

port. At the end of the message is an abbreviated text of the

VOTAM for the ATIS recording.

UF - The NOTAM is for the Buffalo airport.

NOTAM "L" - Indicates it is a local NOTA M, which tends to be

of an advisory or "nice to know" nature (NOTAM "D" tends to be more

critical in nature, and concerns other areas).

A-326 - It is NOTAM Number 326.

Text - Effective at 0800 EST Monday 6/16/80 United Airlines

Gate number IS will be closed for rehabilitation. The closed

portion will be marked with orange and white log barricades..

(portion unreadable). All escorts to be provided by NFTA radio

vehicles. This work to be completed in 7 weeks.

FSS 6/13/(Lirae unreadnbXe) - Issued by the FSS on 6/13/30 at

(tine).

Portions of a NOTAM thit are vnrvadable are generally ignored

i. Lhe text of the uSs:;ge is tzdcrstandble, otherwise the FSS is

colIed fcr the information.

NOTAMV.S are in effect until a cancellation notice is received

over the electrowriter from the FSS. Figure 4-8 shows a NOTAM in-

dicating the Rochester runway 28 ILS Glide Slope has returned to
* service.

In tie CAB, FT] removcs NOTA@is from the electrowriter and

rotifies the CIC. If necessary, FD records the information on the

ATIS. fie places the NOrAM on the NOTAM Board (Figure 4-9) at the

CIC position, which has separate areas for airfied notices, NAVAID

Outages or area notices. Either the CIC or FD notify the affected

Cab controllers. Sometimes, a controller may write the NOTAM

information on a piece of paper or the flight strip holder for mes-

'* Sages (see Section 4.0) and keep it at his position for reference

(Figure 4-10 shows an abbreviated text of the NOTAM concerning re-

pairs to gate 15). When the cancellation is received, FD removes

it from the electrowriter, informs the CIC and removes the original

4-25
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l:IGIURE 4-9. NOTAM BiOARD AT THE CAB COORDINATOR POSITION
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NOTAM. Either the CIC or FD notify the affected controllers. The

cancellation and the original notices are discarded. If it was on

the ATIS, a new message is recorded. Handwritten references to

the NOTAM are erased or discarded.

In the TRACON, AD removes the NOTAM from the electrowriter

and notifies the WS. Either of them inform the affected control-

lers and write the NOTAM on the status board (Figure 4-2). The

WS clips the NOTAM on a clipboard kept at the desk and logs the

outage on Form 7230-4, if it pertains to the Buffalo Area. When

the cancellation is received, AD removes the message, informs the

WS and erases it from the status board. Either of them inform the

affectad controllers. The NOT.1 and cancellation notice are

discarded.

4.4 SUMMARY

*The status of equipment and NAVAIDs at Buffalo is determined

through regular equipment checks made by controllers, supervisors,

AF, NFTA, WSFO, and the FSS. Status is also determined by coT'trol-

lers using the equipment and pilots navigating with the radio and

visual "AVAIDs.

Controller requirements for operational status are based upon

position responsibilities, the equipment used and airspace alloca-

tions. Dissemination of status information is primarily made by

the supervisors verbally informing the affected controllers and

posting the information for reference in the Cab and TPACON. These

procedures are similar to those used at the Albuquerque, Atlanta,
and Boston towers.
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5. CURRENT FLIGHT DATA SYSTEM

OVERVI EW

A brief description of the national flight data system and a

detailed description of the flight data system at the Buffalo Air

Traffic Control Tower as of July 1980 is described in this chapter.

Specific areas covered include:

o Flight data equipment and layout.

o Flight data analyses and processing procedures. This sec-

tion includes an analysis of each type of flight strip and

how it is processed from controller position to position.

o Summraries of on-site observations conducted at the Buffalo

Tower Cab and TRACON which describe present flight data

layouts and flight strip loads by controller position.

o Flight data record keeping which includes a description of
how flight data is tallied from primary sources (flight

strips, scratch pads, counters) and totalled on both local

and national (FAA) data forms.

Flight data equipment at Buffalo is typical for an ARTS III Tower.

-The Cab contains 2 FDEP units (I spare), a Conrac and a BRITE.

The TRACON has 2 FDEP units (1 spare) and is equipped with four

-radar positions of which 3 are regularly used. Flight strip drop
tubes are not used at Buffalo, so departure flight strips are

-machine printed in both the Cab and TRACON.

Flight strip processing at Buffalo includes mounting strips

in plastic holders and placing them in custom designed flight

strip bays and wooden boxes located at the controller positions.

In the TRACON, flight strip bays are located at AD, DEP-W, ARR-W

and ARR-E wooden boxes are located at AD for advance proposals,

fnd the two approach control positions (for Stage III arrival
*trip preparation and Stage Ill overflights). A scratch pad is

used at the AD position for general note taking and to record

s-1
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flight data coordination requirements.

In the Tower Cab, the only flight strip bay is located at the

:Assistant Local Control (AL) position; departure strips (IFR and

stage III) are placed in the bay by GC and removed by LC after

processing and put in the flight strip bin at AL. Wooden flight

strip boxes are located at CD and FD. Scratch pads are also used

extensively in the Cab and are located at CD, FD, GC (VFR depar-

ture flights) and LC (arrival sequence). VFR non-Stage III flights

are logged on a mechanical counter at the LC position. Flight

strips are not completed for such flights, rather, aircraft ident-

ification information is logged on a scratch pad by either CC

(departures) or LC (arrivals).

Plight strip mix for a one day (Friday, April 2S, 1980)

sample in the TRACON was:

Air Carrier 38%

Air Taxi 9%

, General Aviation 46%
* Military 7%

A relatively small percentage (14%) of these strips were hand-

printed.

Manual notations on Buffalo strips are common. In the Cab,

these include checkmarks (indicating coordination compliance) and

initial aircraft instruction (e.g., altitude). Manual notations

in the TRACON are more varied depending upon the type of flight.

;One important procedure involves:the use of red pens to indicate

or highlight certain flight data (e.g., a departure airport other

Ithan Buffalo).

Transfer of control of flights from Buffalo to the Toronto
iCenter in Canada must be done by telephone. The Canadian air
;traffic control network is presently connected to the U.S. system
ivia voice communications only. (Future plans are to integrate
Ithe two systcms on a computer network.) Flights departing Buffalo

tfor Toronto require the FD controller in the Cab to call the

LTronto. Center with an approval request. Such action is indicated

• . .a_
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by a third checkmark on the departure flight strip. Flights de-

parting Toronto for Buffalo are called in to the Cleveland ARTCC

,by Toronto Center. The Cleveland Center may then generate an

arrival strip to the Buffalo TRACON in U.S. format. These so-

called "Toronto proposals" are stored in the wooder. flight strip
box at AD in the TRACON since they are usually generated well in

advance of flight arrival time. The Toronto Center also verbally

coordinates these flights with the Buffalo TRACON.

The Cleveland ARTCC may also be contacted by DEP-W relative

to clearing departing aircraft to an altitude above the terminal

area limit (10,000 MSL). This procedure eliminates the need to

-level off the aircraft prior to the Center authorizing a higher

altitude.

:S.l PURPOSE AND DEVELOPMENT 0: THE NATI.)NAL FLIGHT DATA SYSTEM

The purpose of the National Flight Data System is to provide
air traffic controllers with the information necessary to safely
and efficiently control flights operating at FAA controlled air-
ports and in FAA controlled airspace. Such information is called
"flight data" aiid includes the aircraft identification, aircraft

type and equipiaent, radar beacon code assigned, the planned route
of flight, and selected operational data such as altitude, ground-.

speed, and scheduled arrival or departure time.

First generation air traffic control systems primarily re-

lied upon the voice radio link with pilots for the receipt of

':flight data. It was common practice for controllers to maintain

;this flight data on blackboards and scratch pads. This initial

;system was'gradually improved as a result of ':echnological advances

lin the fields of comrunications, radar and navigation.

The current air traffic control system is based on a nation-

wide computer network containing the flight data on flights that

-plan to fly in FAA controlled en route airspace and have filed

flight plans. The primary source of flight data is the flight

,plan which a pilot files prior to takeoff; these flight plans pro-
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vide the computer network with a data base on filed aircraft

operations throughout the nation.

Each en route center in the country has a computer unit (9020

NAS Stage A) for the storage and processing of flight data affect-

ing their airspace jurisdiction. This unit is part of the nation-

al computer network and is used to exchange flight data with other

*en route centers and with its own client TRACONs and control

towers. In air traffic control towers, the Cab and TRACON facil-

ities are connected to the network via Flight Data Entry and

Printout (FDEP) units (Figure 5-1). These FDEPs function as

!flight data computer terminals and allow for the transmission and
receipt of flight data.

Controllers receive flight data from the FDEP units in the

'form of machine printed paper strips (1" by 8") called flight

:progress strips or "flight strips." These strips are machine

generated approximately thirty minutes before the corresponding

'flight is expected to come under the control of a Cab or TRACON

facility. These machine printed. strips are easily separated from

the flight strip roll on the FDEP unit and distributed to the

appropriate controllers for air traffic control activities. Each

ifDEP unit also has a keyboard which enables the controllers to

access the computer stored flight data base to request, modify,

:or add flight data.

For flights without a machine printed flight progress strip

(e.g., VFR flights), controllersluse the voice radio link with
1pilots to obtain the flight data necessary for control purposes.

!The controller hand prints this data on either a blank flight
-strip or a paper scratch pad. Controllers depend upon radio com-
munications with pilots to supplement, confirm, or modify all Zorms

of flight data including machine printed or hand printed flight

strips or scratch pad data.

Controllers also receive limited flight data from the radar

surveillance 4isplays located in'both the Cab and TRACON.

~-----------------
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In addition to maintaining flight data, controllers use

flight strips and scratch pads to maintain other traffic manage-

omnet information, such as noting how a flight is to be controlled

or noting that a particular instruction has been issued to the

pilot. Controllers may also use blank flight strips to record

pilot weather reports (PIREP) or aircraft encrgency information.

Paper scratch pads may be used by Cab controllers to write down

the aircraft identification of certain flights. Arrival flights

may be listed on a scratch pad to provide a reference for both

the sequence of arrivals and subsequent taxiing instructions; VFR

departure flights may be listed on a scratch pad for aircraft

identification reference in the absence of machine printed or hand.

printed flight strips.

A Flight Data Display (FDD) is currently being designed to

replace the paper flight strips with clectronically displayed
flight daia.

5.Z FLIG-Ht DATA LOUIPML.T AND LAYOUT

* I The air tiaffic function aL the uffa!12 Tower is supported

by flight data equi;.::ent located in both Ohc Cab and TRACQN; the
layout of thee facilities and tle locatien and function of the

equipment therein is described below.

$.2.I Tower Cab

* Flight data equipment in the Cab incluie; two FDEP units,

one Conrac unit, and one BRITE radar unit (Figure 5-2).

* The main FDEP unit (Figure 5-1) is equipped with a keyboard

And is located at the Flight Data (FD) position. This unit gen-

erates machine printed flight strips for all filed departures

for Buffalo and secondary airports in the terminal area (approach

rontrol area). A spare FDE? unit without a keyboard is located on

the side counter to the left of the Clearance Delivery (CD) posi-

tion; this spare umit is used during an outage of the main FDEP.

5-6
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To the left of the main FDEP uiit is an AR'iS keyboard and

the Conrac display. T'he Conrac serves two principal flight data

functions. First, the Coniac provides a video display of the

primary radar targets and asnociated ARTS data blocks (Section

5.3.4) within a set radius of the ASR (usually 20 miles). Second,

it displays the radar beacon codes assigned to Stage III departure

flights; individual codes are assigned by the APTS computer and

displayed on a "preview area" on the screen following a requested

entry on the ARTS keyboard by CD. CD comaunicates the code to

the pilot of the Stage Ill departure. The code is entered on

the aircraft transponder by the pilot, usually following takeoff.

The beacon code enables the ARTS syste;a to identify an aircraft

through radir interrogation. Stage III departure flights processed

in the Cab on the ARTS keyboard and the Conrac appear on the radar

surveillance screen tab list of the Departure Controller in the

TRACCN; the tab list data includes an alphabetical letter, the

aircraft ie.entification, and the beacon code assigned.

A A third unit of flight dzita equipment in the Cab is the BRITE

radar (Fi-ire 5-3) suspendcd above the Assist-,nt Local Control

positian oa a trock. The BMTE radar screen displays radius of

the ASP. (The radius can be vnri,, d from 20 miles to 60 miles.)

The BRITE display is referenccd frequently by Local Controlltr

(LC) to determine separation between IFR arrivals and departures,

and between successive !FR departures. LC will also reference the

BRITH when Approach Control in the TRACON notifies the Tower on the

sequencing of arrival flights. The BRITE unit also has a tab list

which displays the aircraft identification of the last three in-

strument operation flights which have landed at Buffalo. The

tab list flight data provides a reference for Ground Control (GC)

when issuing taxiing instructions to arrivals.

Lr
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* Flight data equiprent in the Buffalo TRACON (Figure 5-4) in-

,cludes two FbEP units and tha ARTS Plan View Displays (PVD's) at

the redar positions.

1he main PDZEP unit (Figure S-S) is located on the counter

just to the left of the Arrival Data (AD) position. This FDEP

unit generates rachine printed flight strips for ell IFR filed

operations (arrivals, departures, and overflights) for Buffalo

and secondary airports in the terminal area. A spare FDEP unit

without a keyboard is usually stored at the Drparture Data posi-

tion (DD) which is not staffed. In the event of an outage of the

main FDEP the spnre unit is moved over to the same position next

to AD. Arrival Data is responsible for tending the FDEP.

FlIght data in the TRACC11 is also displayed on the ARTS Plan

View Display equipment. Each instrument operation beacon target

on the radar screen is tagged with a so called ARTS "data block."

T.his dzita block displays fliglit data regardin, aircraft identifi-

cation , altitude, and ground speed; flight data on ground speed

anJ aircraft type is alternated within boundaries of terminal

radar. The ARU data block tracks the be.-ccni target and is con-

nected to it via a short "leader" line. Controllers at each radar

S ',position -may vary the size of the data block within a specified

range to suit their personal preference.

* The PVDs also display "tab list" flight data near the peri-

meter of the radar screen. IFR flight strip data transmitted from

;the AITCC (Cleveland) to the TRACON is processed through the local

!ARTS system; this processing results In each such flight being tab

! listed on the appropriate PVD (DEP-W, ARR-W, or ARR-E). Tab list

*data includes an alphabetical letter, aircraft identification and

assigned beacon code.

The letter "TI"/may also appear In the data block to designate

the aircraft as heavy; this heavy aircraft indicator helps con-
troil er de terMine specil handling requirements.
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S;.3 FLIGI1T DATA ANALYSES kND PROCESSING

5.3.1 General Flight Data Information on ;,Loffalo

Flight data is primarily maintained in the Tower Cab and

TRACON by means of flight strips. These rectangular paper strips

provide an individual data base reference on the flights requiring
!a'ir traffic control service in the Buffalo terminal area.

Flight data is also maintained on paper scratch pads (5" by

,7"); these pads enable controllers to make notes on operational

flight data or flight data coordination requirements. In the

Tower Cab. scratch pads are used by controllers at the CD, FD, GC

9 nd LC positions; in the IRACON, a scratch pad is used frequently

at the AD position.

In general, flight strips can be organized according to for-

mat and form. The basic flight strip types regarding format are:

o arrival flight strips;

o. departure flight strips;

o overflight flight strips,

;Flight strip format varies since operational flight data most im-

portant to the controller varies with the type of flight. For

!qxample, on an arrival flight strip, the ccordination fix is im-

portant for planning the handoff procedure with the en route cen-

;ter; on a departure flight strip, the controller is more concerned
;with the scheduled departure time, requested altitude and pc-

,ferred departure route; on an overflight flight strip, the con-

'troller is concerned with the type of aircraft and its altitude

and route of flight through the terminal area. These three basic

formats are presented in detail in the following sections.

Flight strip form refers to whether the strip is machine

,printed by the FDEP or hand-printed by the controller. The typi-

cal sources and form of the flight strips processed at Buffalo are

summarized In Table 5-1. Flight strips printed by the FDEP units

are generally for flights with IFR filed flight plans; hand-printed

L-13
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strips 3re generally for VFR Stage III flights without a filed

flight plan.

In addition to format and fo'rm, flight strips also vary ac-

cording to the nature and extent of the manual notations made on

the strips by the controllers. Such notations are made to facili-

tate the air traffic control function and are msde on both printed

and handwritten strips. They include:

o Noting chrnges to update the machine-printed flight data

(e.g., charging the requested altitude (flight level) or

destination airport).

o Emphasizing information critical to the handling of the

flight even though it is already printed on the flight

strip (e.g., special coordination fixes are sometimes

emphasized on arrival flight strips).

o Noting critical information to be used in the handling of

flight (e.g., the type of approach to be made to Buffalo,

or that. the. flight is a Niagara arriva).

o Noting that required interfacility coordination has been

completed (e.g., tower-en route coordination or coordina-

tion with Toronto Center).

o Noting that required inter-controller ceordination has

taken place (e.g., a radar termination notation is made

when a flight is handed off to the ARTCC or to the Tower

for a visual approach).

o Noting that a particular instruction has been issued to

the pilot (e.g., permission from Cleveland Center to clear

departure to an altitude above terminal area limit

(10,000 MSL).

o Noting information for other than cnntroller purposes such

as for traffic counting or incident reconstruction (e.g.,

radar surveillance approach).

;Examples and explanations of manual notations for both printed and

handwritten flight strips are presented later in this section.

i ,5-15
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Flight strips are not machine-printed or hand-printed for non-

Stage III VFR flights; however, such flights are recorded on a

scratch pad in the Cab by either GC (departures) or LC (arrivals)

to facilitate radio communications (Figure 5-6). Since the number
of non-Stage III flights is not recorded on flight strips, the

LC controller keeps a record of these VFR flights on a mechanical

counter located at the LC position.

An important aspect of the physical processing of flight

strips at Buffalo involves the controllers using plastic holders,

stationary console flight strip bays, portable custom designed

wood flight strip boxes and standard flight strip storage bins.

The location of this flight data equipment in the Cab and TRACON

is presented in Figures 5-7, and 5-8 respectively. Flight strip

drop tubes are presently not used at Buffalo; however, they have

been approved for installation when funds become available.

Both machine-printed and hand-printed strips are inserted

into plastic holders which permit the stacking of the strips in
the Lays and boxes. The regular bays ari constructed into the

console equipnent and serve as flight strip holding areas. In the

Cab, there is only one flight strip bay (9 strip capacity) located
at the Assistant LC position and used by the LC controller (see
Figure S-9); in the TRACON, there are three active flight strip

bays located at AD (17-strip capacity), DEP-W (17-strip capacity),
:and ARR-W/ARR-E (a shared bay). The departure and arrival bays

'are divided into "pending" and active sections by a movable strip
iseparator. The AD bay is similarly divided into Buffalo and non-

Buffalo departures.

The wooden flight strip boxes are mobile and are custom de-

signed for a capacity of eight strips, and tilted slightly for
visibility (Figure 5-10). In the Cab, flight strip boxes are lo-

cated at CD and FD; with the FD box shared with GC. In the

TRACON, the flight strip boxes are located at AD, DEP-W, ARR-W and
A*!C!.ARR-E. In this facility, the boxes serve rore of a secondary func-

tion in terms of providing an alternative storage location for

5-16
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particular flight strip needs. (For example, stornge for early

Toronto proposals at AD, storage for blanks for Stage III write

ups, and overflight strips storage.)

Once a flight strip is processed, it is stored in a flight

* strip bin. In the Cab, the storage bin is located just below the

* bay at AL (Figure 5-11); these strips are removed only once a day

for counting. In the TRACON, all processed strips are returned

to the bin at AD (Figure S-11); the Watch Supervisor collects and

counts these strips hourly.

5.3.2 Typical Flight Strip Load in Buffalo TRACON

Detailed anaiyses of Buffalo flight strip content and pro-

cessing are better understood if placed in the context of the

typical daily flight strip load in the Buffalo TRACON. Table 5-2

presents a sur_nary breakdown of daily fli-ht strip processing at

Buffalo by:

o Operations category (air carricr, air taxi. general

aviation and military).

o Type of flight (arrival, departure, overflight).

o Airport (Buffalo, Niagara, or other secondary airports).

o Form of flight strip (machine-printed or hand-printed).

On a typical weekday (Friday, April 25, 1980), the Buffalo

TRACON processes approximately 500 flight strips with roughly 86%

machine-printed and 14% hand-printed. The percentage mix of flight

strips by operations categories is as follows:

Air Carrier 38%

Air Taxi 9%

General Aviation 46%
Military 7%

'Landings and dcpartures at Greater Buffalo International Airport

account for about 70% of the total flight strip load; the remain-

ing 30% is split about cvenly between overflights and secondary

airport arrivals and departure5. Niagara represents approximately

5-22
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85 of secondary airport flight strip activity; Niagara air traf-

fIc is predominatly general aviation and military.

Daily flight strip processing in the TRACON is concentrated

between 7:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. (Figure S-12). The daily peak oc-

curs between 3:30 p.m. and 5:30 p.m.; other intense flight strip

processing periods are between 8:00 a.m. and 10:00 a.m. and be-

tween 7:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m.

5.3.3 IFR Departures

The format and form of IFR departure flight strips and the

nature of the manual notations are illustrated in the following:

Figure 5-13: Flight Strip Model for IFR Departures.

Figure 5-14: Typical TRACON Flight Strips for IFR Departure

Flight Examples.

Figure 5-15: Buffalo TRACON IFR Departure Flight Strips

Examples.

Table 5-3: Sarple of Manual Notations on IFR Departure

Flight Strips--TRACON.

Processin- procedures for IFR departure flight strips are

discussed below; the procedures are organized by controller ac-

tivities.

Tower Cab

1:D o 1FR departure flight strip is generated by FDEP approxi-

mately 30 minutes prior to scheduled departure time.

o FD separates strip from FDEP paper strip roll, inserts it

in a plastic holder and either hands the strip to CD or

places It directly in his flight strip box (Figire 5-16).

CD o CD awaits pilot's call for clearance.

o Wehen pilot calls in, CD provides clearance based on flight

strip, e.g., "Cleared to JFK as filed, maintain altitude

100, expect flight level 230 10 minutes after departure."

CD will also provide discrete beacon code and departure

5-5
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.. 9. 0. 11. 12.
,2Z. A 13. 14. 15.2. 6. 8A

.. 16. 17. 18.

14. 7. 9A.

A A. Machine Printed Information (National standardization of spaces
1 1. through 9A.)

1. Aircraft identification.
2. Revision number (FDEP locations only).

2A. Strip request originator. (At FDEP locations this indicates
the sector or position that requested a strip be printed.)

3. Number of aircraft (if more than one), heavy aircraft indi-
cator "HI" (if appropriate), type of aircraft and suffix
indicating any special equipment.

4. Computer identification number, if required.
S. Secondary radar (beacon) code assigned.
6. Proposed departure time.
7. Requested altitude.
8. Departure airport.
9. Machine generated - Route, destination and remarks.

9A. Not used.

B. Hand Printed Information (Local facility directive specifies
use of spaces 10. through 18.)

8. In red, underline departure airport if other than Buffalo.
--- 9. For machine generated Strlp-Altitude/altitude restrictions

in the order flown, if appropriate.
9. For manually prepared strip-clearance limit, route altitude/

. altitude restrictions in the order flown, if appropriate
and remarks.

9A. Not used.
12. Checkmark indicating clearance issued.
13. Takeoff runway (if different from active runway).
lS. Checkmrk (/) indicating passed to Approach Control (Buffalo,

Tower only.)
16. Depp,-ture Time (TRACON only).
17. Asrimed departure time. (CAB only, if required.)
18. Checkmark (/) indicating assumed departure time forwarded to

adjacent facility (if required).

FIGURE 5-13. FLIGHT STRIP M4ODEL FOR IFR DEPARTURES

-S-27
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4BLANK STRIPS IN

<;. -.. . -FOOX( CAN OF SE

jPARE STRIPS AND
*~~r .~ ~HOLDERS

*4aw-JSCRATCH PAD AT CD

3 IFR DEPARTURE
STRIPS AWITING

-"**~~ .CLEARANCE

5 13 BLAINK STRIPS IN BC-X

FIGURE S-16. FLIGHT STRIP BiOX USED AT CLEARANCE DELIVERY
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- . control frequency. Pilot reads back clearance and usually

states "have ATIS" with the letter identifier.

o CD notates the flight strip with a checkmark in block 12

(upper right-hand corner) indicating clearance has been
issued. CD may also notate the strip with the initial

cleared altitude level (60 or 100).

o CD then removes the strip from the box at CD position and

places it in the flight strip box at the FD position

(across the FDEP). (Figure 5-17).

FD o Monitors the flight's taxi request to GC.

GC o Monitors for, and responds to, flight's taxi request.

o GC will then cant the flight strip in the FD box so that

one edge overlaps the side of the box (Figure 5-17). This

is a signal for, FD to call the AD controller in the TRACON

as a notification that the aircraft is ready for taxi.

VD o Observes canted flight strip and makes call to AD in

TRACON.

o FD then notates the strip with a second checknark in

block 1S; this checknark indicates that notification has
been performed (see Figure 5-17).

So FD may also be required to coordinate the flight with an

adjacent facility; this coordination is indicated by a

third checkmark located in block 18. This coordination

is required for Buffalo IFR departures to Toronto; FD

1 calls Toronto Center with a flight approval request.

C o CC observes the two (or three) checkmarks on the strip and

removes it from the FD box. GC places the strip flush on

the counter directly in front of his standing position

(Figure 5-18). CC handles the taxi with the flight strip

* in this location.

" o When the aircraft has been taxied and is approaching the

set position for t .keoff, CC will place the flight strip

. ' -- ... .in the bay at the AL. position (Figure.' 9.).

... . s-5 33
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-.-. o- During slow periods, CC may move the flight strip directly

from the FD box into the bay at Assistant LC.

o GC does not make any manual notations on the flight strip.

IC o Monitors aircraft taxi and lpoks for strip in bay at

Assistant LC.

o Observes strip in bay and checks for the two manual (or

three, if Toronto coordination was necessary) checkmarks.

o, Clears aircraft for entering runway and for takeoff.

o When aircraft is rolling,, LC calls off the flight to the

Departure Controller in the TRACON.

o LC provides pilot with initial instructions and directs

. pilot to contact Departure Control.

* o LC removes flight strip from bin and inserts it in the

flight strip bin at the AL position. Flight strips accum-

I ulate in this storage bin all day.

o LCdoes not make any nanual notations on the flight strips.

TRACON
A .o IFR departure strip is generated by FDEP approximately 30

minutes prior to scheduled departure tine.

o AD separates the strip from the FDEP paper strip roll and

reviews it for special marking requirements, e.g., non-

Buffalo departures underlined in red in block eight. The

strip is inserted in a plastic holder and placed in the

,, flight strip bay at AD. The flight strip bay (Figure 5-19)

* has a capacity of 17 strips and is divided by a separator

strip into a Buffalo departure section and a non-Buffalo

departure section.

o AD will retain the flight strip in the bay until receiving

the notification call from FD in the Cab relative to air-

craft taxi.

o Upon receiving the call from FD in the Cab, AD scans the

flight strip bay, removes the appropriate strip and places

5-36
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S.. it'in the "pending section" of the flight strip bay at the

, adjacent Departure Control position, DEP-W (Figure S-20).

DEP- o DEP-W reviews the flight strip in the pending section, timeW-
permitting, while working active departure strips stacked

in the lower section of the flight strip bay.

o When LC calls DEP-W and states the aircraft is rolling,

DEP-W will move the strip from the pending section to the

active departure section of the bay.

o The pilot of the aircraft will contact Departure Control

after takeoff and DEP-W will log the time of radar contact

on the strip in block 16.,

o DEP-W will provide the aircraft with radar separation and

departure vectors. IFR departures are usuolly handed off

by DEP-W to the ARTCC or 'to a Tower En Route jurisdiction.

DEP-N will sometimes coordinate with the Clevelaykd Center

relative to clearing the departing aircraft to an altitude

...... above- the terminal area linit (10,000 MSL).

o When the flight is handed off, DEP-W will notate the strip

with the time of handoff and a radar service termination

symbol (e.g., R).

o DEP-W will remove the strip from the bay.

AD o AD collects the used flight strip and files it in the

flight storage bin at AD (Figure 5-11).

o AD delivers the storage bin strips to the Watch 3upervisor

each hour for counting.

I5.3.4 IFR Arrivals

The format and form of IFR arrival flight strips and the na-

:tufe of the manual notations thereupon are illustrated in the fol-

lowing:

Figure 5-21: Flight St.-ip Model for IFR Arrivals (TRACON

only).
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r + .. .. . . . ... - - i i T, *. .. .. . .

.. . 0. 11. 12.

2A. 6. 8A. '14. 1.1

3. 16 17. 18.
4 . 9A.

A. Machine Printed Information (National standardizatiot of spaces

I through 9A.)

1. Aircraft identification.

2. Revision number (FDEP locations only).
2A. Strip request originator. (At FDEP locations this indicates

the sector o position.)

3. Number of aircraft (if more than one), heavy aircraft

* .adicator 'f/" (if appropriate;, type of aircraft znd suffix

- indicating special equipment.

4. Computer identification number, if required.

S. Secondary radar (beacon: code assigned.

6. Previous fix (FDEP locations) or inbound airways.

7. Coordination fix.

8. Estimated time of arrival at the coordination fix of

destination airport.

9. Altituue (in hundreds of feet) and remarks,

9A. Destination Airport

B. Hand Printed Information (Local Facility Directive specifies-.,e

of spaces 10 through 18.)

1. Radar Operation

* 9.' Altitude (in hundreds'of feet) and remarks.

9A. In red - draw a semi-¢ircle around airport if destination

* other than Buffalo.

10. Time of radar handoff.

13. Checkmark (V) to indicate information forwarded to

appropriate tower.

*Buff&j. TRACOV arrival strips usually have a machine printed "IFR"

in space 9; th ; is followed by handprinted altitude levels.

.FIGURE 5-21. FLIGHT-STRLP-MODEL FOR IFR ARRIYALS (TRACON ONLY)
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.. Nan-radar or Inoperative Recorders

9A. In red - draw a semi-circle around airport if destina-
tion other than Buffalo.

10. Time of initial contact or time of transfer of control

point.

11. Time over approach fix outbound.

12. Time aircraft began holding.

13. Checkmark (/) to indicate information was forwarded to

appropriate tower.

.14. In time approaches, time to leave the approach fix

inbound.

15. Holding information.,

16. Time cleared for approach

17. Approach fix inbound.

18. If required: landing assured, missed approach, or
low approach.

= ...

FIGURE 5-21. FLIGHT STRIP MODEL FOR IFR ARRIVALS (TRACON ONLY)
(CONT.) i
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Figure 5-22. Typical TRACON Flight Strips for IFR Arrivals

to Buffalo.

Figure S-Z3: Buffalo TRACON IFR Arrival Flight Strip
Examples.

Table 5-4: Sample of Manual Notations of TRACON Arrival

Flight Strips.

Processing procedures for IFR arrival flight strips are dis-

cussed below; the procedures are organized by centroller activities.

TRACON
WN1o IFR arrival strip is generated by FT)EP approximately 30

minutes prior to the flight's scheduled arrival time at

the coordination fix.

o AD separates the strip from the FDEP paper strip roll and

reviews It for special marking requirements, i.e., non-

Buffalo arrivals overlined in red in block 9A. AT) inserts

the strip in a plastic holder and places it in the pending

section of the flight strip bay serving the two approach

controllers (Figure 5-24).

a For arrival flight strips which are generated well in ad-

vance of scheduled arrival time, AD will use the wooden

flight strip box at the AD position (Figure S-5) next to

the FDEP. So-called "Toronto proposals" are placed in

this strip box.1

1The Toronto Center will call in Toronto departure flights heading
for Buifalo to the Cleveland ARTCC. Cleveland Center will then
generate a strip for this flight in standard U.S. arrival strip

.format. Toronto Center will also call the Buffalo TRACON (AD)
for an approval request for such a flight.
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. . PENDING ARRI VATS
-... .. .. ... .AND OVERFLI CHTS

- OBILE SEPARATOR

S ,, ACTIVE ARRIVA S

AND OVERFLIGHTS

FIGURE S-Z4. SINGLE FLIGfT SR4iP BAY SERVING APPROACH CONTROL
SITUATED PEThEEN ARR-W AND ARR-L
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o ARTR-W, say, will review the flight strip in the pending

section of the bay, tine permitting, While Working active

arrivals. SpeciAl note is taken of the coordination fix

and scheduled arrival time at the fix.

o When the beacon target and ARTS data block for thoe flight

appear on the PVD, ARR-W will scan the pending section of
the bay for the strip and move it down to tt.e active sec-

tion. ARR-W will coordinate on ARTS handoff with the AMTCC2
or an adjacent Tower facility. The pilot will call

Buffalo Approach Control and ARR-W will notate the strip

with the time of radar handoff.

o ARR-W will service the arrival flight with approach infor-

mation, radar separation and approach vectors. The iR-W

controller will notate the strip with successive altitude

instructions issued to the pilot. Approach altitudes fre-
quently notated on the strip are 110, 70, 40 and 2S; pre-

vious altitude assignments are usually crossed out on the

strip.

o During the approach, ARR-W (or the Coordinator) will call

LC in the Cab to state the arrival sequence. In the ab-

sence of arrival flight strips, LC depends upon monitoring

the BRITE and logging the arrival sequence on a scratch

pid.

o Once te flight is set up for an approximate eight-mile
final with the runway in sight or the pilot visually

trailing aircraft cleared for a visual approach,
ARR-W will clear the flight for a visual approach and di-

.Approach Controllers are assisted by a Coordinator during certain
periods.

'Verbal coordination could also be used for certain tower-en route
'handoffs.
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rect the pilot to contact the Tower. ARR-W will notate

the strip with the tinme radar service was tcir::inated and

with a 3ymbol (Z) to indicate the flight was handed off to

the Tower.

o Either ARR-W or the Coordinator will remove the strip fre'

the bay and hand it to AD for storage In the flight strip

storage bin at the AD position.

(IFR arrivals to Niagara are handled by the ARR-W controller.

Standard procedure on these operaticns is to transfcr the flight

to the Niagara Tower (Local Control) five miles prior to the outer

marker.)

Tower

LC o In the absence of arrival flight strips, LC depends upon

monitoring the BRIT, and legging the arrival sequence on

a scratch pad.

o GC can refernce t-he scratch pad arrival rcuence or the

BRITE tab list for taxi communications.

S.3.S IFR Overflights

The forrqt and form of IFR overflight flight strips and the

nature of the maita! notations thereupon are illustrated in the

following:

Figure 5-25: Flight Strip Model for TFR Overflights (TnkCON

o11y).

Figure 5-26: Typical TRACON Flight Strips for IFR Overflights

Figure 5-27: TPLACON IFR Flight Strips for Overflights

Table 5-5: Sample of Manual Notations on IFR Flight Strips

for Overflights

Processing procedures for IFR flight strips for overflights are

aiscussed below; the procedures are organized by controller act4 vi-
ttes .......... -...... ...
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. 8. 9. 10. 1h. 12.
2.
2A. 6. BA. 13. 14. 1S.

3. 7 16. 17. 18.

14. ]9A.

'A. Machine Printed Information (National standardization of spaces
1 through 9A.)

1. Aircraft identification.
2. Revision number (FDEP locations only).

2A. Strip request originator. (At FDEP locations this indicates
the sector or position that requested a strip be printed.)

3. Number of aircraft (if more than one), heavy aircraft

indicator "H/" (if appropriate), type of aircraft and
suffix indicating any special equipment.

4. Computer identification nunber, if required.
S. Secondary radar (beacon) code assigned.
6. Coordination fix.

7. Overflight coordination indicator (FDEP locations only)

8. Estimated time of arrival at the coordination fix.

9. Altitude and route of flight through the terminal area.

9A. Not used.

B. Hand Printed Information (Local facility directive specifies

use of spaces 10 through 18.)
8. In red- A letter "V" (indicating an overflight).

10. Time radar handoff or radar contact from receiving facility.

13. Checkmark (/) to indicate coordination has been accomplished
with appropriate facility.

16. Time aircraft has been handed off to the next facility or

* time of transfer of control.

•IMGURE 5-2S. FLIGHT STRIP MODULFOR IFR OVERFLIGHTS (TRACON ONLY)
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TRA CON
o Two IFR overflight strips are generated by the FDEP approx-

imately 30 minutes prior to the flight's estimated time of

arrival at the specified coordination fix. Two strips are

generted for each IFR overflight in order to provide one

for the Approach Controller handling the flight and one

for informational purposes for Departure Control.

o AD separates the strips from the FDEP paper strip roll and

reviews the flight data. A large red 'W" is entered on

each %trip to indicate IFR overflight.

o AD inserts the strips in plastic holders and places one

in the pending section of the flight strip bay of the

Approach Controller handling the flight (say ARR-E) and

one in the corresponding lozation for DEP-W.

ARR-F

o ARR-E reviews the overflight flight strip, time permitting,

with special notice taken of the aircraft's planned route

and altitude through the terminal area.

o ARR-E coordinates a radar handoff using a procedure simi-

lar to that associated with an IFR arrival flight at

Buffalo (Section 5.3.4). A similar notation is made on

the overflight flight strip relative to time or radar

handoff.

o ARR-E transfers control of the flight to an adjacent radar

facility when the flight is approaching the boundary of

the Buffalo Terminal Area. Handoffs to the ARTCC are

accomplished through voice communication. Handoffs to

Rochester are accomplished via APTS. Handoffs to Erie

Tower are accomplished through voice communication.

o ARR-E will notate the strip with the time of radar handoff

and with an "X" to indicate coordination has been accom-

plished with the appropriate facility.
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o Fol'owing handofl, either ARR-E ov the Coordinator will

*remove thts strip from the bay ana hand it to AT) for stor-
age in the flight strip storage bin at the AD position.

DEP- o On observing the overflight primary target and data block
* - on the PVD, DEP-W will move the strip from the pending

section to the active section of h's flight strip bay.
The strip remains in the active sectie'n until it is serv-
iced and haadei off by ARR-E. This procedure enables DEP-

11 to be aware of overflights wvhich iizighit affect depp.7ture
pricedures.

* o AD will pick up the strip £rom DEP-W and store it similar-

ly to the above.

S.3.6 Stage TiI Derzitures

The format and form of handprintcd Stage III departure flight

strips is illustrated in the following:

a Figure S-28: Flight Strip Miodel for Stage III Departures

* Figure S-29: Typical TRk'CON Flight Strips for Stage III

* Departures

* Processing procedures for Stage III departure flig strips
are discussed below, the proc:edures are organized by contrcller

activities.

Tower Cab

CD o, Pilot of departing aircraft calls CD and usually states
"have ATIS," and provides flight data on aircraft iden~ti-

fication, aircraft type, altitud~e and direction of des-

tination of flight.

o CD records flight data on eithe~r a scratch pad or on a

blank flight strip in the wooden flight strip box at CD
position.

o CD enters flight data on ARTS keyboard in front of Conrac

unit. Preview area on Conrac displays four digit radar
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S. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12.
2.

2A. 6. 8A. 13. 14. 15.
1"o 

1. 117. 18.
19A.

.lix:ad Printed Information: (Specified by local facility directive).

1-' 2. 'Aircraft identification

., -.'-" ": - 3, Aircr'Pft type
- *,- . Beacon code assigned (Cub only, if requested)

-7. Point of departure if other than Buffalo.

S. A letter "D" (indicating departure)

S : ' 9. Altitude and destination -if route of flight.

.13. T;keoff runway (if other than active).

... Checkmark (/) indicating information was forwarded
.. ,...... .(Cab unly)

16. Departure time (TRACON only).

- . . .

- FIGURE S-28. FLIGHT STRIP MODEL FOR STAGE III
-DEPAP.TURES (CAB AND TRACON)
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beacon code to be entered on aircraft transponder. CD

assigns transponder c-de. Pilot reads back.

o CD tells pilot to contact GC when ready to taxi.

o CD completes flight strip and places in inflight strip box

at FD position.

FD o Subsequent procedures for the processing of the Stage III

departure are almost identical to those for an IFR depar-

ture (Section 5.3.3). The only difference relates to FD

providing the full flight data to AD in the TRACON to per-

mit tLe completion of a 3tage III departure strip.

AD o AD will receive the flight data from FD in the Cab

and comlete a blank flight strip for the stage III de-

parture. AD was observed filling out Stage III departure

strirs on blank strips stacked in the flight strip bay at

the AD position.

o AD's actions relative to DEP-W are the same as those per-

formed for an IFR dricrture flight (Section 5.3.3).

DEP- o Departure Controller's actions relative to a Stage III de-

- parture differ from an IFR departure only in two respects.

First, the controller is providing separation to standards

of 500 feet or 1.5 miles. Second, handoffs are seldom

performed; with Stage III departures, radar service is

usually terminated at the TRSA bouydary. The pilot is

usual1y directed to change frequency and squawk 1200

(VFR code).

o DEP-W notates the flight strip with a radar termination

symbol IC and time.

o Stage III departure strips are also collected by AD and

stored in the bin at that position.

S-57
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S.3.7 Stape IiTT Arrlvils

The format and form of hand-printed Stage III arrival flights
is illustrated in the fullowing:

Figure 5-30: Flight Strip Model for Stage III Arrivals

(TRACON only).

Figure 5-31: Typical Flight Strips for Stage III Arrivais

Processing procedures for Stage III arrival flight strips

are discussed below; the procedures are organized by controller

activities.

TRA CON

Approach Control
(AAR-W or ARR-3)

o Pilot of Stage III arrival calls Buffalo Approach Con-

trol, say ARR-W.

o ARR-W records flight data on blank flight strip located

in the woocden flight strip box at the ARP-W position

(Figure S-32). Flight data recorded includes aircraft

identification, aircraft type, altitude and position.

ARR-W notates strip with arrival symlol (A) and time of

radar contact.

o ARR-W enters flight da&a on ARTS keyboard to obtain radar

beacon code for flight. ARR-W assigns code to flight,

"slews" the beacon target with his position identifier

letter and hits the 'enter' button, then the full data

block appears.

o AAR-W moves flight strip from wooden box to active section

of Approach Control flight strip bay; other strips are

frequently rearranged when this occurs.

o ARR-W services flight in a manner similar to an IFR arri-

val (Section 5.3.4) but to separation st3ndards of 500

feet and 1.5 miles.

. -. . .
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1.S.910 11. 12.

2.
2A. 6. 8A. -. 14. 11 .

S. .1 . 17. 18.

Hand Printed Information (Specified by local facility directive)

1. Aircraft identification.

3. Aircraft type.

8. A letter "A" (indicatiig an arrival).

9. Altitude.
10. Time of radar contact.

13. Checkmark C,") to indicate information as forwarded to

the tower.

FIGURE 5-30. FLIGHT STRIP MODEL FOR STAGE III
I ARRIVALS (TRACON ONLY)
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4i

BO0X IS FLUSH TO . 4idKE IT EkSIER
TO WRITE 11P BLANK STMA S

FIGURE 5-32. EXAMPLE 0OF PORTABL!' WO~OD rFLIGHT
STRIP BOX USED IN TRACON
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o ARR-W notes strip with synbol of transfer to Tower (Z)

and checkmark to indicate inforration for'ardced to tr.wcr.

o Processed flight strip picked up by AD for storage.

Note on
AD-o AD does not get involved in completing Stape III arrival

strips unless the Niagara Tower calls with a Stage 111

request going to Buffalo. In this case, AD would make

the ARTS keyboard entry and assign the be.con code to the

flight. Tab list data woild ippear on the rVD of the

approach controller who is responsible for the flight.

Tower Cal

11C
0 Activities of Cab Controllers are similar to those per-

formed for an IFR arrival (see Secoin S.3.').

5.3,.8 StP.e III Overflights

The format nrid forn of Stage III overflight strips i4 illus-

trated in the folcwing:

Figure 5-33: Flight Strip Model for Stage III Overflights

(TRACON only).

Figure 5-34: Typical TRACON Flight Strips for Stage III

Overflights

Processing procedures for Stage III overflight strips are

discussed below; the procedures are organized by controller

activities.

T.ACON
* irroach Control

o Pilot of Stage III overflight calls Buffalo Approach

Control, say ARR-W.

a AUlR-N records fl~ght data on a blank flight strip in the

wooden flight strip box at the ARR-W position. Flight

data recorded includes aircraft identification, aircraft

5-62
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1. s.. 9. 10. 1z. 12.
2.

2A. 6 A. 13. 14. 15.

. 1. 

__7 19A.

Hand Printed formation (Specified by local facility directives)

1. Aircraft identification.

3. Aircraft type.

8. A letter "0" (!nd':-ting overfI'ght).

9. Altitudp and route of flight if appropriate.

10. Tire of- radar contact.

i

.11

FIGURE 5-33. FLIGHT STRIP MODEL FOR STAGE III
OVERFLIGHTS (TRACON ONLY)
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S . type, altitude and route through terminal area. ARR-W

notates strip with Stage III overflight symbol (O) and

time of radar contact.

o ARR-W enters flight data on ARTS 1eyboard to acquire

radar beacon code for flight. ARR-W assigns code to

flight an4 slews the beacon target wilh his position

identifier letter and hits the "enter" button to make

the data block appear.

o In contrast to Stage III arrival strips, AqR-W leaves the

Stage III overflight strip in the wooden flight strip

box; the strip is not moved into the active section of

the arrival flight strip bay. If the flight ,toves into

ARR-E airspace, the strip is transferred to the wooden

flight strip box at that position.

o ARP-W (and ARR-#, if necessary) services flights through

TRSA with vectors ane radar separation to Stage III

standards of 500 feet and 1.S miles.

o Stage III overflights are usually not handed off; radar

service is terminated outside the TRSA. Controller may

notate strip with radar termination symbol and time of

radar termination.

(One important consideration with Stage III overflights is to

keep thb aircraft out of the Niagara a.rport control zone. The

TRSA boundary is 12 miles from the tower while the Niagara air-

port is approximate!" 13 miles from it.

Tower
Cab-o Stage III overflights are not coordinated with the tower.

S.3.9 Simulated Instrument Approaches

* Simulated instrumented approaches have a special flight

* strip format which is illustrated in Figure 5-35.

Normally these flight strips are required when a pilot is

* practicing approaches while flying VFV. The pilot contacts
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s. a. 9. 1 . 12.
2A. 6. 8A. 13. 14. 15.

7. I 16. 17. 18.

4 19A.

Hand Printed Information (Specified by local facility directive)

1. Aircraft identification.

3. Aircraft type.

9. Altitude

9A. In red - draw a semi-circle around airport if destina-

tion other than Buffalo.

9 Block. On the right side indicate the type of approach con-

ducted with the following:

1. a letter "N" - indicating NDB approach.

2. a letter "I" - indicating ILS approach.

3. a letter I'V" - indicating VOR approach.

10. Time of radar contact.

13. Checkuark (/) to indicate irn ormation forwarded to

appropriate tower.

9I

FIGURE S-3S. FLIGHT STRIP MODEL FOR SIMULATED
INSTR-ENT APPROACHES
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Approach Control and requests a simulated inst-rument approach.

The TRACON attempts to comply with these requests, traffic load

permitting.

5.4 FLIGHT DATA !"ROCESSING OPSERVATIONS

This section presents summary results of observations of

flight data processing in the Buffalo Tower Cab and TRACON. The
purpose of the observations was to capture the layout of flight

data and the typical flight data processing load by controller

position.

The information is presented by a tabular summary of obser-
vation data iollowed by snapshot descriptions of typical flight

data conditions in the Cab and TRACON. Qualitative observations
complement the tabular and graphic information.

5.4.1 Tower Cab

Flight data processing information for the Cab is presented
'in the following:

Figure 5-36: Observations of Buffalo Tower Cab Flight Data

Load by Position.

Figure 5-37: Typical Flight Data Layout and Loading for

Buffalo Tower Cab.

Figure S-38 illustrates flight strips and scratch pads observed
;at each controller position.

The FD and CD position! .-arry a heavy static ilight strip

load, while the GC and LC positions carry .t lighter but more fre-

quently changing flight strip srray. FD and CD review and pr.pare
strips for use by the radar controllers. Their tasks include

tending the FDEP, reviewing each flight strip, providing clear-

ances, complying with flight coordination reqjirements, notatirng
flight strips and monitoring flight strips prior to aircraft taxi
and departure.

5-67
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In contrast, GC and LC deal with flight data as the aircraft

are actually processed. Plight strips and scratch pad data arc

referenced by CC and LC while controlling aircraft on the taxiw:ays,

runways, and in tower airspace. CC and LC move departure flight

strips from the counter at GC, to the strip bay at AL, to the

strip storage bin at the sam, position. The flight data load frc-i

arrival flights is difficult to assess due to the absence of flight

strips and the reliance on the BRITE and scratch pad data.

Observations conducted during the daily peak hour (4:00 p.m.

to S:00 pan.) showed that the Tower Cab may handle as many as 30

to 3S flights per hour. These are split almost evenly between

arrivals and departures. The difficulty of processing such a load

is increased by the predominant one-runway configuration of the

airport.

5. 4. 2 TPlACON

Information on flight d2ta processing in the TRACON is pre-

sented in the following:

Table S-6" Observed Flight Data Toad by TRArON Position.

Figure S-3R: Typical Flight Data Layout and Loading for

TRACON.

Similar to the previous description of the Cab, the latter figure

illustrates flight data loads observed at each position.

The layout and load of flight data at each position is in-

fluenced by "flight data clerk" functions of the AD controller.

AD's functions include:

1) Tending the FDM'.

Z) Maintaining a backlog flight strip bay for IFR and Stage

III departure flights in the thernial area.

3) Complying with flight coordination requirements.

4) Notating strips as required by local directive.
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S) Delivering flight strips (in plastic holders) to the

operational radar positions.

6) Retrieving processed flight strips and storing them in

the strip bin at AD.

7) Assisting the radar controllers as requested.

8) Delivering processed flight strips to the Watch Super-

visor's desk each hour for counting.

AD transfers a departure strip to the pending section of the

DEP-W strip bay only after receiving the notification call fron FD

in the Tower Cab that the aircraft is taxiing. This procedure

keeps DEP-W flight strip load to a minimnum and permits the DEP-W

controller to concentratel on active strips.
i I '

The handling of arrival flight strips by position (ARR-W and

ARR-E) dces not include such preliminary servicing. After j flight

strip is printed by the 1743P, reviewed by AD and inserted in a

plastic holder, it is imrediately placed in the main arrival flight

strip bay by AD. If the Coordinator position is staffed, the

strip uay be handed from AD to the Coordinator, who stnnds direct-

ly behind the bay b. teen the two arrival controllers. The Coord-

inator may rearrange the ordering of the strips in the pending

section of the bay, if necessary. Once an arrival flight strip is

processed, the Arrival Controller removes the strip fr)m the active

Section of the bay and places it on the counter in front of the

bay. The AD controller retrieves that strip from the counter, (or

from the Coordinator when that position is staffed) for delivery to

the Watch Supervisor for counting and storage.

Flight strip load in the wooden boxes at ARR-E and ARR-W is

typically low (I strip) since only Stage III ov-rflight strips are

retained in the box while undcr TRACON control. Stage Ill arrival

6trips are handwritten while in the wooden box and transfLrred to

the flight strip bay.

In the daily peak hour (4:uO p.m. to S:00 p.m.), the TRACON

. processes approximately 50 flight strips which typically include
0 ZO departures, 25 arrivals and S overflights.

S-7.3.
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5.5 FLIGHT DATA RLCORII KEEPING

I Flight data is recorded on the following forms at Buffalo

(see Appendix for copies of each}:

o Local Form: "TRACON Hourly Traffic."

o FAA Form 7230-26: An official form used by Approach Con-

trol Facilities (Terminal) to )og Instrument Operations

(front side) and Stage III TCA Operations (reverse side).

o FAA Form 7230-1: Airpo-L Tafric Record.

Each hour during the two regular shifts and periodically dur-

ing the midwatch, the AT controller in the TrUCON removes the pro-

cessed strips from the flight strip storage bin at the AD position

and delivers them to the Watch Supervisor's desk. The Watch Super-

visor manually counts the strips by categories consistent with V
those identified in the "TRACON Hourly Traffic" form. This formn

terves as a local sheet for logging hourly flight data in the same

categories requirel for daily reporting on FAA Form 7230-26. une

copy of tl:e TPACON Hourly Traffic form Is coipleted for IFR strips

and one copy is completed for Stage III strips. At the end of each

di)y (abvut midnight), the Watch Supervisor totals the flight data

bn each of the TRACON Hourly Traffic forms. The daily totals are

then manually transferred on to a copy of FAA Form 7230-26 main-

tained at the Watch Supervisor's desk in the TRACON.

The Watch Supervisor also completes a daily entry on FAA Form

7230-1: Airport Traffic Record. This form contains totals of all

takeoffs and landings at the Greater Buffalo International Airport

for each day of the month. The data for this form is derived from

two sources:

1) The primary airport figures for IFR and Stage III flights

on Form 7230-26.

2) The daily meclw'i'cal counter figures totalling VFR flights

in the Tower Cab.

the Watch Supervisor calls the Cab at the end of each day to

scertain the VFR flight counts. Summing these two data sources

, 5-74
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provides an airport operations count for entry on Form 7230-1.

At the end of each month, the 7230-26 and 7230-1 are cor.ple-e6

in the TRACON and sent to the administrative office in the tower

for typing and distribution. Copies of each fc.rn are sent to the

FAA In Washington, DC, the -AA Regional Office, and the Airport

Manager.

The tewer administrative office also receives each day's set

of flight strips, the day's TRACON Hourly Traffic forms, the daily

TRACON log (Form 7230-4) and the individual position loss. This

material is usaally bound with an elastic by the supervisor and

sent to the office as one package representing the oays activities

(see Figure 5-39).

Other flight data forms completed in the TRACON by the Watch

Supervisor include:

o LocaI Form: Surveillance Approach Log.

o FA-k form 7230-16: Approach Data Worksheet (Copies of each

oF these forms are included in the Appendix).

The local Surveillance Approach Log is maintained by the

%latch Supervisor as a record of each controller's performance of

surveillance approaches. Ccntrollers are required to perform a

minimum of one surveillance approach per month to maintain offi-

-cial proficiency in this particular air traffic control service.

The number of instrument approaches at Buffalo is logged on

FAA Form 7230-16 which is submitted to the FAA monthly.

.S 7
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6W WEATHER

The weather communication notwork at the Buffalo tower in-

cludes several organizations: the WSFO, FSS, and NWS at the air-

ports, the ARTCC in Cleveland, Niagara Falls International Airport,

and pilots aloft. The equipment linking the Cab and TRACON with

these organizations are represented in Figure 6-1 and include the

FDEPs, electrcwriters, FAA radios, and the telephone system.

Weather information received at and sent from the tower are de-

scribed in the following sections.

6.1 WEATHER INFORMATION RECEIVED AT BUFFALO TOWER

The sources, types,and use of weather information received at F
the Buffalo Tower are described in this section. The information

is su:marized ia Table 6-1.

6.1.1 IVSVCI

Th. :-SFO sends weather information to the Cab ond TRACON over

the electrowriter from its weather observation sitc, located ap-

proximately 1500 feet east of the runway intersection. This

weather information includes the Terminal Forecast (FT) that is

issued 3 times a day, the hourly Surface Aviation Weather Report

I(SA), the Special Surface Aviation Weather Report (SP) (issued as

.required) and the Winds Aloft Report that is issued twice daily.

"When messages are unreadable, due to a machine malfunction or poor

handwriting, a controller or supervisor telephones the WSFO and

asks that the message be transmitted again (to see if the electro-

writer is malfunctioning) or receives the necessary information

verbally.

* (a) Terminal Forecasts

* The Terminal Forecasts cover, for 24-hour periods, the area

within 5 miles of the airport. They are issued at approximately

.U940Z, 144OZ and 2140Z and, in accordance with "Aviation Weather

Services" (ACOO-45) are valid from IOOOZ-10DOZ, lSOOZ-lSOZ and

S,2OioZo220Z, respectively. . ..
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The Terminal Forecasts are of the standard format, containing

information on the ceiling, visibility, weather, wid, cxpected

weather changes, and a categorical outlook (expected VFR, marginal

VFR or IFR conditions) for the last six hours of the forecast period.

In the Cab, Flight Data (FD) tears the forecast off the

electrowriter and posts it on the NOTAM board. The Controller in

Charge (CIC) may read it to get an idea of what to expect during

his shift. If a significant weather change is expected, the CIC

may kdvise Local Control (LC). Then, they look for a wind shift

and change runways if necessary, at a more appropriate time than

if they had no warning. Occasionally, a pilot may ask Clearance

Delivery (CD) for a forecast, in which case CD reads the FT to him.

The FT is saved until the next one arrives, which is usually no

longer than 12 hours. When the Cab electrowriter malfunctions,

the FT is not received unless a Cab controller calls the WSFO.

In the TRACON, Arrival Data (AD) removes the FT from the

electrowriter and places it on the Watch Supervisor's desk. He

uses it to determine if extra controllers will be needed for the

next shift (It is up to the WS on the prior shift to call in the

controllers if overtime is necessary for the following shift.) due

to poor weather conditions or a restricted traffic flow. The WS

also uses it to get a general idea of what the weather at Niagara

will be like, although the forecast does not officially extend

that far. Occasionally, an airline may call the WS to obtain a

weather forecast, in which case he reads the FT. It is saved

until the next one arrives. Although they are officially valid

for 24 hours, they are not used for more than 12.

(b) Surface Aviation Weather Report (Figure 6-2)

These weather reports indicate observed local weather condi-

tions and are valid until a new or special report is issued. The

observances for the SAs are usually Wade between 5 and 10 minutes

before the hour and are transmitted approximately 1-3 minutes

.....-6-4.--
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afterwards. A typi.cal report is shown in Figure 6-2. It is trarts-

lated as follows:

o Station identifier for the reporting station.

BUF The report is from Buffalo, New York.

o Type and time of repori.

SA 04S4Z Denotes a regular hourly report and observations

were made at 04"4Z.

o Sky condition, ceiling, and visibility information.

CLR 20 The sky is unobscured and visibility is 20 statute

miles.

o Sea Level pressure in millibars, temperature, dew

point, wind and altimeter reading.

171/51/40,1807/003 Sea level pressure is 101.7.1 millibars/

temperature is 510 F/dewpcint is 40'F/wind is from 180' at

7 knots/altimeter is 30.03 inches.

o Remarks

This section of the report may contain descriptive informa- "

tiun concerning weather conditions. Usually, it con-

sists of data that is not used by controllers. (190)

Meaning unknown as it is not used in the tower.

o Source, date and time issued.

OBS 18/04SSZ This report is from the WSFO observer on the

18th day of the month at 0455Z.

o Relative Humidity

This information is included at the end of the hourly

report, it is not used by the controllers.

RH 66% The Relative Humidity is 66%.

In the Cab, FD tears the report off the electrowriter. He
uses the ceiling, visibility, temperature, wind, and altimeter
setting information for the ATIS (Figure 6-3). FD writes the

iATIS code letter on the mebsage and verbally disseminates its
contents to the other controllers. It is posted at Assistant

fLocal Control (AL) (Figure 6-4) where it can be referenced by

6-6
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Ground Control (GC) and LC. The controllers use it to have a

general knowlcdge of the current weather. LC also uses the

visibility information on it to determine when to use the IFR

Approach Counter.

In the TRACCN, AD removes the message fron the electrowriter
and disseminates it to the WS and TRACON controllers. It is

primarily of interest to the Arrival Radar controllers as they

want to know if the visibility is above the minimuns required for

visual approaches, tiherefox, it in ported b tween then (Figure

6-5j. During the midshift, however, when DEP-W is the only

operating radar position, they are left at the PEP-W console

(Figure 6-6).

In both the Cab and TRACON, these remain posted until re-

placed by the next SP or SA report. If the electrowriter is out

of service the ISFO calls the report over the telephone, or FD

calls them to get the report over the telephone as it is necessary

for the ATIS. Approximately twice a day, the SA reports are fol-

lowed by additional data (Figure 6-7) not used by the tower. This

is usually torn off and thrown away immediately.

c) Special Surface Aviation Weather Report

Special weather reports are similar to the hourly reports but

are of more interest to controllers because they indicate signifi-

cant weather changes and require n new ATIS recording. They are

issued whenever the weather changes considerably (such as 0.02-

inch change in altimeter or the sky cover changing from clear to V
partly cloud)y). They are disseminated and used in the same way

.as the SA messages.

d) Winds Aloft Report (Figure 6-8)

Winds aloft reports are issued twice a day, usually once at

IOOOOZ and again at 1200Z. They give wind direction and velocity

!at altituder from lOOOZ A(L to 16,000 feet AGL. As in the example,

,the first column of numbers are the altitudes in the 1000's of

'feet AGL. the column of numbers after the dash is the direction and

,Ithe numbers following the slash are the velocity in knots.
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In the Cab, FD removes the winds aloft report from the

electrowriter and either throws it away or places it at the

NOTAM Board. It is not used in the Cab.

In the TMACON, AD removes it from the electrowriter and posts

it between the Arrival Radar positions. It is used to relay the

information to pilots upon request and sometimes to compensate for

wind when vectoring aircraft. It renains posted until the next

one is received.

6.1.2 ARTCC

The Cleveland ARTCC sends the Cab and TRACON SIGM.TS, Con-

vective SIGMETS and AIRMETS over the FDEP as general information

(GI) messages. Some weather information, when requested by control-

lers, may be telephoned by the APTCC to the tower.

a) SIGMETs (WS), Convective SIG!4ETs (WST) (Figure 6-9 )

4 SIGMETs generally advise of potentially hazardous weather,

such as sevreT icing, turbulence, lail, or thunderstorms expected

within the CleveLtnd ARTCC region. Convective SIGMETs are similar

to SIGMETS and generally pertain to widesprepd thunderstorms.

* The information contained in SIGMETs usually includes a mes-

sage identifier, area covered, valid times, type of hazard, wove-

ment and other information.

The example shown in Figure 6-9 is translated as follows.

GI W1 Identifies message as General Information.

Convective SIGMET 24H This is a Convective SIGMET Bulletin,

the 24th issued this day for the Eastern U.S.

2110SSZ It is issued at 1055 Zulu on the 21st of the month.

IN OH from 40SE PIA to 35W IND The storm advisory is foi

Indiana and Ohio. It is located from 40 nautical miles (NM)

southeast of Fort Wayne, Indiana to 35 nautical miles west of

Indianapolis, Indiana.

,6-14
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LA TS ' S 2S ,I WID- MOVG FROM 321S '[he system is a line of

thunderstorms ZS NM wide moving from 3200 at is knots.

IMAX TOPS to 450 The tops of the storms go to 45,000 feet.

VCST TO 12sSZ The forecast is valid until 1255 Zulu.

IIVLPG LN WL MOV SEU' 15 KT TIIRU 1255Z The developing line of

thunderstorms will move southeastward at 1S knots, through

22SS Zulu.

WC 211109Z The message is from "NC" at Cleveland ARTCC and

is sent on the 21st Day of the M4onth at 1109 Zulu.

In the Cab, FD removes the message from the FDEP, records it

on the ATIS if the storm is within a 50 mile radius of the air-

port, and places it on the NO,7AM board. When the valid time ends,

it is throw, away.

In the TRACON, AD removes the message from the FDEP and places

it at his Po sition. If the SIGMET contains information that af- f.

fects Buffzlo and is not already known, it nay be brought to the

WS's attention, Gcnerally, controllers feel they are not

particularly useful.

b) AIRMETS (WA)

AIRMETS are similar to SIGIMETS but advi.e of hazards to

General Aviation aircraft. These conditions include moderate

:icing or turbu'en:e, strong surface winds and widespread low

ceilings (less than 1000 feet) or restricted visibility (less

'than 3 miles).

When an AIMET is received, FD puts it on the ATIS, relays it

;to the FSS by telephone, and posts it at the NOTAM board. it may

.be mentioned to the other controllers if the information affects

;Buffalo.

In the TRACON, AD leaves it at his position and brings it to

'the 4ttention of the WS. It is usual3y not disseminatud to the

other contiollers.
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6.1.3 National Weather Service (ns)

The NWS sends Severe Weather Watch Bulletins (WW) to the

Watch Supervisor via the telephone. These bulletins advise of

tornado or thunder-torm watches or high winds. When received, the

WS writes information do:n and calls the CIC. They verbally dis-

seminate the message to their controllers. Written copies are

posted at LC in the Cab and between the Arrival Radar positions

in the TRACON. The informaticn is relayed to pilots when they are
approaching Buffalo or prior to their departure. They contain

information similar to SIGMETs but are considered'more timely and

pertinent to the Buffalo area.

6.1.0 Pilots

Pilots issue weather information to controllers in the form

of Pilot Weather Reports (PIREPs). These reports usually contain
information concerning dircraft icing, Clear Air Turbulence (CAT),

clouj tops,or other hazards. Some are issued spontaneously by
pilots but many, are requested by controllers. PIRP Ps are received
by LC and any of the radar positio- . In the TRACON, the informa-

tion is written down by the controller receiving it, verbally dis-
seminated xo the other controllers and the supervisor and then

passed on to the AD position, who calls the FSS. If the Cab is
,affected, the WS will call the CIC, who in turn notifies his
controllers. When received by LC, the Cab controllers are notified

by him and the CIC notifies the WS. The WS notifies his control-
lers and FD notifies the FSS. If the described condition is
;moderate or greater turbulence, or icing, the message is put on

the ATIS.

'6.1.5 FSS

£ The most common weather information received from -ihe FSS are

!the PIREPs which are sent on the electrowriter. Most of these are
not particularly useful because it is usually the Cab or TRACON
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,that-receives the PIREP from the pilot, then relays it to the

-FSS. Therefore,. any controllers that need this information have

already been verbally advised.

PIREPs that ara not originally reported to the tower are

disseminated when received from the FSS. In the Cab, FD removes

the message from the electrowriter and notifies the CIC, who

notifies his controllers, if they are affected. It is posted at
the NOTJ4 board. In the TRACON, AD removes the message and gives

it to the WS. lie notifies the affected controllers and posts it
'with the weather messages between ARR-W and ARR-E.

Oc:asionally, other weather information is received over tl.e

electrowriter from the FSS. Generally, these are not used in t

Cab or TRACON.

6.1.6 NFIA

Hourly (SA) and Special (SP) Surface AN'ation Weather Reports

are received from the Air Force weather observers at Nia-ara Falls

International Airport (NFIA).

a) Surface Aviation Weather Report

Observations for the NFIA SA report are usually taken at 5

minutes before the hour and are sent 2 or 3 minutes later. The

: SA message is of a similar format to the Buffalo SA with a few

differences.

The example (Figure 6-10) is translated as follows:

lAG SA 0455 This is a regular hourly message from NFIA and is

issued at 0455 Zulu.

CLR 20 The sky is clear and visibility is 20 miles.

170/51/34 The sea level pressure is 1017.0 millibars/the

temperature is Sl*F/the dewpoint is 39*F.

E 230 06 The wind is estimated to be from 230* at 6 knots

(the wind instruments were out of service).
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FIGUP.E 6-10. HOURLY WEATHER REPORT FROM NFIA
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ALSTG 3003 The current altimeter reading is 30.03 inches.

S7 (initials) The report itas issued at 04S7 Zulu by

(initials).

In the Cab, these reports are discarded.

In the TRACON, AD removes the report from the electrowriter

and posts it between the Arrival Radar consoles. It is used by

these controllers in the same way as the BUF SA i7 used. The WS

also reads the message to be aware of the overall operation.

b) SP

The SP contains the same inforiuation as the SA and is used in

the same manner.

!6.2 WEATHER INFORMATION SENT FROM BUFFALO TOWER

The Buffalo Tower sends weather information to the same

organizatiors they receive it from, although information sent is

less formal and regular than that received. The equipment used
in sendiag this information includes the electrowriter, FAA

radios. and the telephone system.

6.2.1 WSFO

LC issues visibility information to the WSFO whenever

visibility goes under 4 miles. He updates the reading whenever

there is a change of 1/8 of a mile, until the visibility again

;exceeds 4 miles. To do this, LC uses the Visibility Reference

Chart (Figure 4-1) and gives the reading to the CIC and FD, who

issue it on the electrowriter. The TPACON also receives the mes-

sage. AD informs the WS and posts the electrowriter message

between ARR-W and ARR-E. It is removed when a more recent one

is received, or the visibility improves to over 4 miles.

.6.2.2 ARTCC

* The ARTCC receives weather information through communications

with the TRACON controllers and WS. This information may be
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received indirectly during regular communications, or may be a

result of a direct request concerning visibility or other

weather conditions.

6.2.3 NWS

The NWS, located near the TRACON in the terminal building,

does not usually receive weather information from the tower.

Occasionally, however, they telephone the IS to get specific

weather information.

6.2.4 Pilots

Important weather information is issued to pilots by control-

lets using the FAA radios or via the ATIS recording. Weather in-

formation is given as a requirement, a courtesy, or upon roquest.

Information given to pilots includes current visibility, cloud

ceiiing, altimeter, wind speed and direction, and other relevant

observations. On request, pilots are also issued forecasts of ex-
•pected conditions in the Buffalo area.

Any controllers communicating with pilots may issue weather

information. CD relays the ATIS information to pilots of depart-

,ing aircraft that do not have the ATIS code. GC sometimes issues

wind to taxiing aircraft and to all taxiing departures that re-

quest a secondary runway. LC issues wind to arrivals and visibility

(when using RVR) to both arrivals and departures. The Arrival

,Radar controllers give the ATIS information to arrivals that do

,not have the ATIS code, and the RVR readings when it is in use.

All the radar controllers occasionally issue the altimeter read-

ing, usually upon pilot request to verify an aircraft altimeter

setting.

:6.2.5 FSS

PIREPs are sent to the FSS by the Cab or TRACON as discussed

jin Sectioa 6.1.4 Other weather information is sent to them upon

irequest. usually by the VS over teiephone.

S....... ............. ....... ..... w. .
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NFIA

Weather information is relayed to the Niagara Tower upon re-
tquest. These requests may concern visibility or expected condi-

tions. They are usually made.of the WS or AD, who give the de-

sired information.

6.3 SUM4ARY

The hourly (SA) and special (SP) Surface Aviation Weather

Reports from the WSFO are considered by the controllers to be the

most useful of all the weather information that they receive from

-other facilities. Most of the other weather information received

by the tower is used by controllers and supervisors for gene'al

-knowledge of current and expected weather conditions in the Buffalo

area and is not specifically acted upon.

Unusual aspects of the weather information received at the

Buffalo airport include the hourly and special Lurface Aviation

Weather Reports received from NFIA which art used by the WS, for

ihis general knowledge, and ARk-W while monitoring aircraft ap-

proaching the airport.

Buffalo has more severe winters than the other airports

,studied to date in this series (Albuquerque, Atlanta, and Boston).

;The controllers indicated that the area gets approximately 3 storms

a week of about 6 inches of snow each. This tends to slow things

-down slightly but rarely closes the airport.

Buffalo has a higher percentage of Instrument Approaches
versus Total Operations compared with the other three airports
.(Table 6-2), an indication of generally poorer visibility condi-

:tions at Buffalo. However, the differences are only small, with

the percentage of instrument approaches at Buffalo (11.01 for

FY79) being only slightly higher than those of Atlanta (10.5%)

and Boston (10.1%) in the same period. All three are well above

Albuquerque, however, where only!0.8% of the total approaches

,were instrument approaches.

* I:
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-TABLE 6-2. INSTRUMENT APPROACHES AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL
OPERATIONS AT THE FOUR AIRPORTS STUDIED, FOR FY79 AND FY79

FY7 FY79

ABQ 0.S1 0.81

ATL 9.51 10.St

BOS 9.4t 10.1,

BUF 10.S% 11.0%

N Derived from Tables 4 and 14 of "FAA Air Traffic Activity"

Fiscal Year 78 and Fiscal Year 79.
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